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Abstract 

This dissertation focuses on ab-initio quantum mechanical calculations of 

nanoelectronics in three research topics: contact resistance properties of carbon 

nanotubes and graphenes (Chapters 1 through 3), electrical properties of carbon 

nanotubes (Chapter 4) and silicon nanowires (Chapter 5).  Through all the chapters, the 

aim of the research is to provide useful guidelines for experimentalists. 

Chapter 1 presents the contact resistance of metal electrode−carbon nanotube and metal 

electrode−graphene interfaces for various deposited metals, based on first-principles 

quantum mechanical density functional and matrix Green’s function methods.  Chapters 

2 and 3 describe inventive ways to enhance contact resistance properties as well as 

mechanical stabilities using “molecular anchors” (Chapter 2) or using “end-contacted” 

(or end-on) electrodes (Chapter 3).  Chapters 1 through 3 also provide useful guidelines 

for nanotube assembly process which is one of the main obstacles in nanoelectronics.  

Chapter 4 shows accurate and detailed band structure properties of single-walled carbon 

nanotubes using B3LYP hybrid functional, which are critical parameters in determining 

the electronic properties such as small band gaps (~0.1 eV) and effective masses.  

Chapter 5 details both structural and electronic properties of silicon nanowires.  These 

results lead to the findings controlling the diameter and surface coverage by adsorbates 

(e.g., hydrogen) of silicon nanowires can be effectively used to optimize their properties 

for various applications. 
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All the theoretical results are compared with other theoretical studies and experimental 

data.  Notably, electronic studies using B3LYP show excellent agreement with 

experimental studies quantitatively, which previous quantum mechanical calculations had 

failed. 

These studies show how quantum mechanical predictions of complex phenomena can be 

effectively investigated computationally in nanomaterials and nanodevices.  Given the 

difficulty, expense, and time required for experiments, theory may now be useful for 

high-throughout screening to identify the best conditions and materials before performing 

experiments. 
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Chapter 1 

Contact Resistance Properties between Nanotubes and Various 

Metals* 

 

Abstract.  We report on the interfacial structure, the current-voltage (I–V) 

characteristics, and contact resistance of metal electrode–carbon nanotube contacts for 

five metals, Ti, Pd, Pt, Cu and Au, based on first-principles quantum mechanical density 

functional and matrix Green’s function methods.  We find that Ti leads to the lowest 

contact resistance followed by Pd, Pt, Cu, and Au.  The sequence, Ti >> Pd > Pt > Cu > 

Au, correlates well with the predicted cohesive strength of the electrode–carbon 

interface.  In addition Ti leads to linear I–V characteristics up to ∼1 V, suggesting an 

Ohmic contact for both metallic and semiconductor nanotubes.  However, the high 

reactivity of the Ti electrode at the contact to the nanotube distorts the nanotube 

structure.   

 

___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________  

* Matsuda, Y.; Deng, W.-Q.; Goddard, W.A. III.  “Contact Resistance Properties between 

Nanotubes and Various Metals from Quantum Mechanics”.  Published in J. Phys. Chem. 

C., 111, 11113, 2007. 
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1.  Introduction 

Carbon nanotubes are promising candidates for nanoelectronic devices due to their 

unique structural and electrical properties.  Indeed, much experimental progress toward 

electronic devices based on carbon nanotubes has been reported.1–12  In particular, near 

ballistic transport properties have been reported for both single-walled carbon nanotubes 

(SWNTs)1,2 and multiwalled carbon nanotubes (MWNTs).10  A potential problem with 

these devices is the high contact resistance, which significantly influences the 

conductance although it is hard to extract experimentally due to the variation in device 

geometries.   

Several metals have been studied experimentally as candidates for ideal Ohmic contacts 

to carbon nanotubes,1–12 but the experiments have given statistically inconsistent results 

due to difficulties in the fabrication of a large number of statistically representative 

carbon nanotube/metal contacts.  Recent experimental results suggested that Pd and Ti 

contacts are superior to Au and Pt contacts,1–9 but the results for Ti are erratic possibly 

due to the high chemical reactivity of Ti compared to other metals.9,12  For example, 

annealing the Ti–carbon nanotube interface at temperatures above 973 K led to formation 

of titanium carbide at the interface.12  Theoretical studies have been reported for the 

geometric structures of carbon nanotubes with “side-contacted” and “end-contacted” 

metal electrodes.13–18  However, none of these studies reported the I–V relationships 

(resistance) of metal–nanotube contacts although the Schottky barrier height between a 

metal surface (Pd, Pt, or Au) and a nanotube was reported.14  We chose to simulate side-

contacted nanotube models because current fabrication technology does not allow for the 

construction of end-contacted devices.  We first considered the local structure, I–V 
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characteristics, and contact resistance from first-principles calculations on five metals 

(Ti, Pd, Pt, Cu, and Au) by depositing them on simple graphene surfaces to choose the 

best contact metals for nanotubes.  We then used the best two candidate metals for 

investigating more realistic metal–nanotube models. 

 

2.  Computational Methodology 

Our procedure was to start with a 2×2 unit cell (8 carbons per layer) of the graphite 

surface (fixed at 4.89 ×  4.89 Å2) and used quantum mechanics to optimize the periodic 

metal layers.  We placed the atoms one by one, followed by relaxing the geometry each 

time to represent the deposited metal on the graphite surface.  We used SEQQUEST,19 a 

fully self-consistent Gaussian-based linear combination of atomic orbitals (LCAO) 

density functional theory (DFT) method with double-ζ plus polarization (DZP) basis 

sets.20  All calculations were based on the Perdew–Burke–Ernzerhof (PBE) generalized 

gradient approximation (GGA) with PBE pseudo-atomic potentials and spin polarization 

within two-dimensional periodic boundary conditions.21  The k-point sampling of 4 ×  4 

in the Brillouin Zone and the real space grid interval of 32 ×  32 in the x–y plane, for a 

grid spacing of 0.25 / point, were carefully determined by energetic convergence.   

 

3.  Results and Discussion 

In each case, we found approximately closed-packed layers of metal (three atoms per 

layer per cell) with ABC stacking (face-centered cubic (fcc)) for Pd, Pt, Cu and Au and 
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ABAB stacking (hexagonal close-packed (hcp)) for Ti, just as expected for the bulk 

structures.  For Ti fcc packing was found to be less stable than hcp structure by 1.2 kcal / 

mol per unit cell.  Figures 1a and 1b show the top views and side views of the models of 

Ti and Pd deposited on a 4 ×  4 graphene sheet.  For each system the metal–metal 

distances within each layer is within 10% of the nearest neighbor distances of the bulk 

crystal structure.  Importantly, the distance between graphene and the first deposited 

metal layer is quite small for Ti (strong bonding) and increases as Pd < Pt < Cu < Au 

(Table 1).  The interaction energy of each metal–graphene model was calculated by 

changing the distance at the interface using the single-point energy calculation (Figure 

1c).  Figure 1c showed that the Ti layers bind strongly with graphene (48.3 kcal / mol per 

unit cell), while the cohesion for the other metals is much weaker, decreasing as Pd > Pt 

> Cu > Au, inversely correlated with the metal–graphene layer distance. 

To compare directly the contact resistance at the interface between each metal and 

graphene sheet, I–V models were constructed from the optimized geometries (Figures 1a 

and 1b) by reversing one of the models and placing it at the AB stacking positions of the 

original graphene sheet (Figures 2a and 2b).  These models represent the two contacts 

(source and drain) of a nanotube.  The distance between the two graphene sheets was 

fixed at 3.4 Å, which is specified by the experimental data.20  Using these metal–

graphene–metal configurations, we calculated the current as a function of voltage to 

compare the contact resistance of the five deposited metals.  First we calculated the 

projected density of state (PDOS) from DFT quantum mechanics, and then we calculated 

the transmission coefficient using nonequilibrium Green’s function theory with DFT 

(which we have used successfully to compute transport properties of molecular electronic 
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devices).23, 24  The transmission function was then used in the Landauer-Buttiker 

formula to calculate the I–V characteristics.  The total resistance of these systems was 

then obtained from the zero-bias transmission.   

The PDOS of the pπ orbitals of the graphene carbon atoms is shown in Figure 2c while 

the PDOS for the d-orbitals of the first-layer metal atoms (the layer closest to the 

graphene) is shown in Figure 2d.  (The PDOS of other orbitals of carbon and the metals 

are not shown since their values did not contribute significantly.)  For the Ti model, the d 

PDOS of Ti and the pπ PDOS of carbon are large and uniform, indicating a good 

conduction channel.  The Pd and Pt models showed the second and third highest 

combinations of metal d PDOS and graphene pπ PDOS.  For the Cu and Au models the 

pπ PDOS shows many peaks or resonances, indicating electronic weak coupling of the 

metal with graphene.  This behavior in the PDOS correlates directly with the metal 

carbon bond strength (Table 1): Ti >> Pd > Pt > Cu > Au.  The transmission function 

(Figure 2e) near the Fermi energy is mirroring the PDOS behaviors.  In turn, the I–V 

characteristics (Figure 2f) and total resistance per square nanometer (Figure 2g) correlate 

directly with the transmission coefficient and hence correlate with the cohesive coupling 

between metal d-orbitals and the graphite pπ orbitals as discussed above.  The bias 

voltage is defined as the difference between the source and the drain voltage.  

We find that Ti has a linear I–V curve indicating an Ohmic contact.  We calculate contact 

resistances of 24.2 kΩ / nm2 for Ti, 221 kΩ / nm2 for Pd, 881 kΩ / nm2 for Pt, 16.3 MΩ / 

nm2 for Cu, and 32.6 MΩ / nm2 for Au after averaging the bias voltage from –0.1 to +0.1 

V.  These values should be interpreted as a relative evaluation of these metals.  Thus, on 

the basis of the graphene–metal model studies, we conclude that for metals deposited on 
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carbon nanotubes the contact resistance is the lowest for Ti, followed by Pd, Pt, Cu, and 

Au.  

Next, we selected Ti and Pd, the best two candidates as contact materials, for calculations 

using more realistic metal–nanotube–metal assemblies.  We placed the metallic SWNT 

(7,7), with diameter of 9.6 Å, between a pair of metal triple layers (Ti or Pd), keeping the 

periodic configurations of metal atoms on the graphene sheet and minimum distances at 

the electrode–nanotube interface obtained from the metal–graphene calculations.  The 

geometries were minimized just as for the metal–graphite system using one-dimensional 

periodic boundary conditions (Figures 3a and 3b, where the top two layers were kept 

fixed).  After optimization, we calculated the metal electrode–nanotube distance, 

cohesive energy, and strain energy in the SWNTs (compared to its original SWNT 

structure) (Table 2).  For both systems, the distance between the nanotube and electrodes 

became 0.04–0.08 Å (1.9–2.8 %) smaller than that in the graphene case, indicating the 

larger attractive interaction due to the incursion of s hybrid character in the pπ orbital 

caused by the curvature of the nanotube.  We found a similar ratio of the distance at the 

metal–nanotube interface as for metal–graphene (Ti/Pd = 0.75 in the graphene case and 

0.75 for SWNT (7,7)), indicating that the graphite model represents the nanotube for 

geometric considerations.   

The PDOS and the transmission functions of the Ti– or Pd–SWNT (7,7) are shown in 

Figures 3e and 3f, respectively.  As expected from the metal–graphene studies, for Ti–

SWNT (7,7), we find a strong coupling to the carbon pπ orbitals but much weaker for 

Pd–SWNT (7,7).  The I–V characteristics and contact resistance are shown in Figures 3g 

and 3h, respectively.  The I–V characteristics of Ti–SWNT (7,7) show linearity indicating 
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Ohmic contact.  These calculations lead to contact resistances of 6.9 kΩ / nm for Ti–

SWNT (7,7) and 63.7 kΩ / nm for Pd–SWNT (7,7) after averaging bias voltages from –

0.1 to 0.1 V.  The contact resistance of Ti/Pd is 0.11 for graphene and 0.11 for metal 

nanotube.   

Although the main point of this research was to determine the best metals for contacts to 

metallic nanotubes, we additionally considered the interface of the metal–semiconductor 

SWNT (13,0) with a diameter of 10.0 Å (Figures 3c and 3d).  This leads to similar 

geometries as for metallic nanotubes (the ratio of the distance at the interface is Ti/Pd = 

0.77); however the Ti contacts significantly broaden the semiconductor nanotube states 

near the Fermi Energy, leading to a nearly  metallic system as shown in Figure 3e.  We 

expect that this would make Ti a poor candidate for the gate electrodes of carbon 

nanotube field-effect transistors.  These calculations lead to contact resistances of 30.7 

kΩ / nm for Ti–SWNT (13,0) and 1620 kΩ / nm for Pd–SWNT (13,0) after averaging 

bias voltages from –0.1 to 0.1 V.  The contact resistance of Ti/Pd is 0.02 for 

semiconductor nanotubes.   

 

4.  Conclusion   

In conclusion, our calculations suggest that the coupling of the metal d-orbitals of the 

electrode and the pπ orbitals of the carbon atoms play a critical role in determining both 

the cohesive and the electronic interactions at the contacts.  Considering only contact 

resistance, the suitability of metals as electrodes for metallic carbon nanotubes descends 

as Ti >> Pd > Pt > Cu > Au.  Ti forms an Ohmic contact through its strong chemical 
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bond to carbon atoms on both metallic and semiconductor nanotubes.  However, the 

high reactivity of Ti might also lead to oxidation of the Ti11 or else reaction with the 

nanotube to form titanium carbide (TiC).8  We expect that our calculations provide a 

lower bound for contact resistances since we have assumed perfect contact geometries 

and no defects and have used DFT calculations with a PBE functional that underestimate 

the level of the conduction band.25  The experimental trend that Ti and Pd are better than 

Pt and Au contacts1–9 is in agreement with our calculations.  The details of the 

comparisons are summarized in the Supporting Information (Table S1). 

Contact metals have not been evaluated experimentally because it has been difficult to 

extract the contact resistance due to the variations in device geometries.  Therefore, these 

results may provide useful guidelines for experimentalists to select the best contact 

materials for carbon nanotube device architectures.  These studies show how first- 

principle predictions of complex phenomena such as contact resistance in metal–

nanotube assemblies can now be effectively investigated computationally.  Given the 

difficulty, expense, and time required for the experiments, theory may now be useful for 

high throughout screening to identify the best conditions and materials before performing 

experiments.   
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Figure 1.  Optimized geometries of the top (top) and side (bottom) views of (a) Ti and 

(b) Pd deposited on a graphene 4 ×  4 sheet.  (Unit cell for optimization is graphene 2 ×  2 

sheet) (gray, graphite; green, metal first layer; orange, metal second layer; light blue, 

metal third layer).  (c) Interaction energy of the metal–graphene model. Ti was scaled by 

1:5 (orange, Ti; blue, Pd; pink, Pt; brown, Cu; green, Au). 
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Figure 2.  I–V characteristics of the metal–graphene (two sheets of AB stacking) models. 
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Side views of I–V calculation model of (a) Ti–graphene–Ti and (b) Pd–graphene–Pd.  

The I–V models were constructed from the optimized models of metal–graphene (Figures 

1a and 1b).  (c) Projected density of states (PDOS) near the Fermi energy (Ef) of the pπ 

orbital of carbon in graphite (orange, Ti; blue, Pd; pink, Pt; brown, Cu; green, Au).  (d) 

PDOS of d-orbital of metal electrodes.  (e) Transmission coefficient (T(E)).  (f) I–V 

curve.  Ti–graphite model was scaled by 1:3.  (g) Contact resistance per square 

nanometer at metal–graphite interface.  
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Figure 3.  I–V characteristics of Ti–SWNT (7,7), Pd–SWNT (7,7), Ti–SWNT (13,0), and 

Pd–SWNT (13,0).   
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Cross sections of the I–V optimized models of (a) Ti–SWNT (7,7)–Ti, (b) Pd–SWNT 

(7,7)–Pd, (c) Ti–SWNT (13,0), and (d) Pd–SWNT (13,0).  (e) PDOS (1/eV nm) near the 

Fermi energy.  (f) Transmission coefficient (T(E)).  (g) I–V curve.  Pd–SWNT (13,0) was 

magnified by 10.  (h) Contact resistance per nanometer. (orange, Ti –SWNT (7,7); blue, 

Pd–SWNT (7,7); pink, Ti–SWNT (13,0); light blue, Pd–SWNT (13,0)). 
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Table 1.  Layer–Layer Distance of the Metal–Graphene Models after Optimization (Å) 

and Cohesive Energy (kcal/mol) of the Interface between Metal and Graphenea 

 Ti Pd Pt Cu Au 

graphene–first metal layer distance (Å) 2.17 2.91 3.38 3.30 3.50 

first metal layer–second metal layer 

distance (Å) 
2.44 2.22 2.30 2.02 2.54 

second metal layer–third metal layer 

distance (Å) 
2.27 2.22 2.29 2.02 2.52 

bulk value (calculated) (Å) 2.33 2.27 2.29 2.14 2.40 

bulk value (experimental) 300 Kb (Å) 2.34 2.25 2.26 2.08 2.36 

calculated metal–graphene cohesive 

energy (kcal/mol) 
48.3 2.1 1.7 1.2 1.0 

a All calculated distances are averaged values. 

b Reference 22. 
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Table 2.  Distance (Å) and Cohesive Energy (kcal/mol) between Metal and SWNT 

Models and Strain Energy of SWNT after Optimization. 

 
Ti–SWNT 

(7, 7) 

Pd–SWNT 

(7, 7) 

Ti–SWNT 

(13, 0) 

Pd–SWNT 

(13, 0) 

SWNT–first metal layer 

distance (Å) 
2.13 2.83 2.11 2.74 

metal–SWNT cohesive 

energy (kcal/mol nm) 
423.5 33.5 441.9 40.6 

strain energya of SWNT 

(kcal/mol nm) 
72.8 1.8 96.5 0.9 

a Obtained by comparing it to the initial structure. 
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Supporting Information   

S1.  Optimizing the Metal–Graphene Models 

Optimized geometries of the top views and side views of (a) Ti, (b) Pd, (c) Pt, (d) Cu, and 

(e) Au deposited on a graphene 4 ×  4 sheet (Figure S1).  

 

 

 

Figure S1.  Optimized geometries of the top (top) views and side views (bottom) of (a) 

Ti, (b) Pd, (c) Pt, (d) Cu, and (e) Au deposited on a graphene 4 ×  4 sheet. (Unit cell for 

optimization is graphene 2 ×  2 sheet which is fixed at 4.89 ×  4.89 Å) (gray, graphite; 

green, metal first layer; orange, metal second layer; light blue, metal third layer). 

 

(a)       (b) (c) (d) (e) 
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To construct the models shown in Figure S1, we placed the atoms one by one, 

followed by relaxation of the geometry each time to represent the deposited metal on the 

graphite surface (Figure S2).   

 

 

Figure S2.  Optimization steps of the Pd–graphene model using a unit cell of graphene 2 

×  2 sheet which was fixed at 4.89 ×  4.89 Å.  The top views (left) and side views (right) 

are shown.  

2.3 Å      

2.3 – 2.6 Å      

graphene sheet     

2.9 Å      

(a) 

(b) 

(c) 

(d) 
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(a)  One Pd atom is added on the unit cell and relaxed. 

(b)  Second Pd atom is added on the graphene unit cell and relaxed.  

(c) Third Pd atom is added on the graphene unit cell and relaxed, leading to an 

approximately closed-packed layer of metal.  The top view shows the 2 ×  2 unit cell 

(graphene 4 ×  4 sheet). 

(d) The ABC stacking (face-centered cubic (fcc)) is found by adding the layers one by 

one (three atoms per layer per unit cell).  The top and bottom views of the 2 ×  2 unit cell 

are shown.  The metal–metal distances between each layer are within 10 % of the nearest 

neighbor distances of the bulk crystal structure (gray, graphite; green, metal first layer; 

orange, metal second layer; light blue, metal third layer). 
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S2.  Comparison with Experimental Results 

It is difficult to compare the theoretical results and experimental data (Table S1) due to 

the following reasons: 

1.  The calculation models are constructed by assuming perfect geometries, but in 

experiment, the carbon nanotubes (CNTs) are bent and not fully contacted to the 

electrodes. 

2.  The referenced papers did not clearly define the device geometries and measurement 

conditions that were used.   

3.  The contact length or area was not stated in the referenced papers.  Thus, the 

resistivity (Ω nm) could not be calculated.   

However, the experimental results seem to present the trend that Pd and Ti contacts are 

superior to Au and Pt contacts,1–9 but the results for Ti are erratic possibly due to the high 

chemical reactivity of Ti compared to other metals. 
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Table S1.  Comparison of Experimental Results.  Resistance and Measurement 

Conditions in Bold are Mentioned in the Paper. 

cont.a geom.b CNTc 

resistance (Ω), 

temperature, Vg
d and 

Vds
d 

cont. 

length 

(nm) 

resistivitye 

(Ω nm) 
ref. 

Ti Side 

m–SWNT 

d = 1.7 nm 

L = 4 μm 

8.6 k (4K), 32 k (270K) 

10–100 k (fluctuate) 

Vg < |20V|, Vds = 1 mV   

300 ? 

2.6 M (4K),  

3 –30 M  

(270K) 

2 

Pd Side 

m–SWNT 

d = 3 nm 

L = 0.3 μm 

6.5 k (4K),  

10–20 k (270K) 

–10 < Vg < 0 V,  

Vds = 1mV  

~500g 

Q.C.f (4K), 

5–10 M  

(270K) 

2 

Pd 

Side 

+ 

End 

s–SWNT 

d = 0.7–1.1 

nm  

L = ~20 nm 

47 k (?)  

Vg = –5.4V, Vds = –0.4V 
> 400g 19 M 5 

Pd 
Side 

(top) 

s–SWNT 

d = 1.3 nm 

L = 400 nm 

1.7 M (r.t. in air) 

Vg = –10 V, Vds ∼0 V 
36 61 M 7 

Pt 
Side  

(top) 

m–SWNT 

d = 1.4 nm 

L = 140 nm 

∼1 M (r.t. in vacuum)  

2 point cont (no Vg) 

(L = 140 nm, 550 kΩ)   

140 77 M 3 
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Au 
Side  

(top) 

s–SWNT 

d = 1.4 nm 

L = 500 nm 

100 M∼1 G (r.t.? in air) 

Vg > 0, Vds = 0.5 V 
N/Ah   6 

Au 
Side  

(top) 

s–SWNT 

d = 1.6 nm 

L = 300 nm 

Min. 1.1 M, linear (r.t.) 

Vg < 0 V, Vds (saturated)
N/Ah   12 

a Contact (electrode) material. 

b Side, “side–contacted”; End, “end–contacted”; top, CNT on top of the electrode. 

c m–SWNT, metallic SWNT; s–SWNT, semiconductor SWNT. 

d Vg, gate voltage; Vds, source–drain voltage. 

e Contact areas are estimated from the figures in the paper. 

f Quantum conductance.  For a SWNT, quantum conductance is 4G0 (2G0 ≡  2e2 / h = 

77.4 uA / V = (12.9 kΩ)−1, and there are two bands at the Fermi level).1,2 

g Contact lengths are estimated from the figures on the paper. 

h There are no figures which show device geometries. 
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Chapter 2 

Improving Contact Resistance at the Nanotube–Cu Electrode 

Interface Using Molecular Anchors* 

 

Abstract.   

It is anticipated that future nanoelectronic devices will utilize carbon nanotubes (CNT) 

and / or single graphene sheets (SGS) as the low-level on-chip interconnects or functional 

elements.  Here we address the contact resistance of Cu for higher level on-chip 

interconnects with CNT or SGS elements.  We use first-principles quantum mechanical 

(QM) density functional and matrix Green’s function methods to show that perfect Cu–

SGS contact has a contact resistance of 16.3 MΩ for a one square nanometer contact.  

Then we analyzed possible improvements in contact resistance through incorporation of 

simple functional groups such as aryl (–C6H4–), acetylene (–CC–), carboxyl (–COO–), 

and amide (–CONH–), on CNT.  We find that all four anchors enhance the interfacial 

mechanical stabilities and electrical conductivities.  The best scenario is –COOH 

functionalized CNT which reduces the contact resistance to the Cu by a factor of 275 and 

increases the mechanical stability by 26 times.   
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*Matsuda, Y.; Deng, W.-Q.; Goddard, W.A. III.  “Improving Contact Resistance at the 

Nanotube–Cu Electrode Interface Using Molecular Anchors”.  Published in J. Phys. 

Chem. C., 112, 11042, 2008.  
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1. Introduction 

The unique structures and excellent properties of carbon nanotubes (CNT) and single 

graphene sheets (SGS) provide promising applications to nanoelectronic devices.1–5  For 

example, they are promising candidate materials for the low-level on-chip interconnect 

metals of future integrated circuits, because they address issues such as delays in signal 

propagation and density and scaling of process integration, which are currently limited by 

Cu and Al metal wires.  However, applications of CNT and SGS to future 

nanoelectronics present a plethora of potential problems in developing assembly 

techniques suitable to pattern CNTs at desired positions on a wafer with high accuracy 

and reproducibility and to connect them to the higher level on-chip interconnects, while 

maintaining their distinguished electrical properties.  In this paper, our primary concerns 

are improving the mechanical stabilities and contact resistance at the interfaces between 

CNT or SGS and other metals when constructing multiple level on-chip interconnects.   

Copper is currently the leading on-chip interconnect for integrated circuits using 

fabrication processes established in the 1990s that have been well-studied and improved 

since then.6–9   Advantages of Cu are that have led to its extensive use in electronics is 

that it has the second highest electrical conductivity of pure metals and is abundant and 

inexpensive.  Thus, it would be most desirable to connect Cu electrodes directly to the 

CNT or SGS.  However, our previous studies showed that Cu–CNT interfaces lead to 

extremely high contact resistance (16.3 MΩ/nm2), 672 times worse than Ti (24.2 

kΩ/nm2) or 74 times worse than Pd–CNT interface (221.3 kΩ/nm2).10  In addition it is 

mechanically weak.10  In this paper, we show that this problem with Cu can be solved by 

incorporating functional linkers, which we describe as “anchors”, between Cu electrodes 
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and the CNT or SGS that can bond covalently to the Cu, dramatically decreasing the 

contact resistance, while increasing the mechanical stability.   

For functionalized CNT applications, experimental studies have reported solubility 

enhancement of multiwalled and single-walled CNTs by dissociation of functionalized 

CNT bundles in various solvents such as water11,12 and alcohol13.  Functionalized CNTs 

have also been used as biological sensors by utilizing their high reactivity to amines or 

amides and because of their small dimensions.12  In addition, some attempts have been 

made to utilize functionalized CNTs for self-assembly processes on substrates.14–16  

There have been several theoretical studies about the fundamental properties of 

functionalized CNTs,17–19 yet there has been no study of the comparison of the 

mechanical and electrical properties of the appropriate anchors except for our initial 

report about functional anchors between Pt contacts and CNTs.20   

Lastly, we illustrate some of the synthetic strategies that might be useful for 

incorporating the Cu–anchor–CNT elements into nanoelectronics.   

 

2. Methods 

2.1. Modeling Details. 

The Cu–anchor–graphene configuration is shown in Figure 1a.  It was also chosen to be 

our simplified model of the Cu–anchor–CNT concept (Figure 1b) and allows us to focus 

on the local interfacial structures and contact resistance (RC) properties in this paper.  The 

total resistance of a CNT (RT) is often expressed as RT = RC + RNT + scattering, where 

RNT represents the resistance of the CNT.21  For our simple models, RT = RC + RG, where 
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RG is the contact resistance of two layers of graphene with a fixed distance of 3.4 Å 

and RC is the contact resistance which we used for each of the different anchors, which 

are the main properties studied in this paper.  The scattering term can be ignored since 

the distance is much smaller than the mean free path of an electron.  Additionally, our 

previous work showed that metal–graphene models accurately represent metal–CNT 

models for all geometric considerations except for the distance between the CNT and 

electrodes which is slightly smaller (1.9–2.8 %) than the graphene case, indicating that 

the larger attractive interaction is due to the incursion of the s hybrid character in the pπ 

orbital caused by the curvature of the CNT.  Considering all of these issues, we believe 

that our models are appropriate for our purpose of study. 

The model geometries were carefully optimized using the following steps: (1) Cu–anchor 

models were optimized to find the most stable binding sites and molecule species of the 

anchor molecules on the Cu(111) surface.  For acetylene, carboxyl, and amide anchors, 

the CH3 group was attached at the end of the anchor molecules to replace the carbon on 

the graphene in step 3.  (2) Graphene–anchor models, including the effects of the 

resonance positions, were optimized.  (3) Cu(111)–anchor–graphene models for the 

current–voltage (I–V) calculations were fully optimized.   

We chose a 4 × 4 unit cell (32 carbons per layer) of a graphene sheet (fixed at 0.98 × 0.85 

nm2) to have large enough spacing to avoid interactions between anchor molecules.  The 

quantum mechanical (QM) optimized Cu(111) layers with ABC stacking (fcc) deposited 

on top of a graphene sheet, which were calculated in our previous study, were used to 

represent Cu metal layers so that the periodic spacing of Cu metal matched with the 

graphite surface.10  The Cu–Cu distances of the deposited Cu layers are within 5 % of the 
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nearest neighbor distance of the bulk crystal structure.  For all optimizations, three 

layers of Cu were used with the second and third layers being held fixed.   

 

2.2. Choice of Anchors. 

We chose the simple functional groups, such as aryl (–C6H4–), acetylene (–CC–), amide 

(–CONH–) and carboxyl (–COO–), as anchor candidates to bind between Cu surfaces 

and CNTs.  All anchor candidates have been reported to functionalize CNT side walls in 

experiments.22–25  A variety of aryl functionalized CNTs can be synthesized using 

aryldiazonium salts, and the estimated surface coverage is 1 out of approximately 20 

carbons23  or even up to 9 carbons24, which can lead to an increase in solubility in organic 

solvents.  The alkylated CNTs are synthesized using lithium and alkyl halides in liquid 

ammonia, which are also soluble in common organic solvents as well.24  The carboxyl 

groups can be introduced on the CNTs by sonicating in 3:1 sulfuric/nitric acid solvents 

for 3 h at 273 K, and further treatment by ethylenediamine and the coupling agent 

produces the amido functionalized CNTs.25  Although our primary goal is to find a good 

interface between Cu and CNTs or SGSs, we believe this study also provides useful 

results for fundamental surface physics.    
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2.3. Computational Details.  

We used SEQQUEST26, a fully self-consistent Gaussian-based linear combination of 

atomic orbitals (LCAO) density functional theory (DFT) method with double-ζ plus 

polarization (DZP) basis sets.27  All calculations were based on the Perdew–Burke–

Ernzerhof (PBE) generalized gradient approximation (GGA) with PBE pseudo atomic 

potentials and spin polarization within 2D periodic boundary conditions.28  The k-point 

sampling of 4 × 4 in the Brillouin zone and the real space grid interval of 53 × 60 in the 

x–y plane, for a grid spacing of 0.30 bohr-1 per point, were carefully determined by 

energetic convergence.   

To obtain I–V characteristics of each model, the density of state (DOS) was obtained 

from DFT quantum mechanics, while the transmission coefficient was obtained using 

matrix Green’s function theory with DFT (which we have used successfully to compute 

transport properties of molecular electronic devices).29  The transmission function was 

then used in the Landauer–Buttiker formula to calculate the I–V characteristics.  The 

zero-bias transmission T(E, V = 0) approximation is applied to the computation of the 

current I at a finite bias voltage (V).  The finite-V transmission T(E, V) should be close to 

T(E) at a low bias voltage of –0.1 to 0.1 V, which would be the region of the device 

operation studied in this paper.  The large-V region (V > 0.5 V) I–V curves should be 

taken as qualitative. 
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3. Results  

3.1. Optimization of Cu–Anchor Models. 

For the modeling of the Cu–benzene anchor, we optimized the geometries of benzene 

(C6H6) on top of Cu atom (atop), face-centered cubic (fcc), hexagonal close-packed (hcp) 

and bridge site to find the most stable binding site on the Cu(111) surface (Figure 2).  

When bonding the benzene to the Cu(111) surface, one hydrogen atom is removed from 

benzene, forming a phenyl.  We calculated snap bond energies and difference in the 

energies (relative energies) in which the lowest energy is defined as 0 kcal/mol (Table 1).  

The most stable binding site on the Cu(111) for C6H5– is found to be at the bridge site 

with a bond energy of 46.9 kcal/mol, which is slightly more favorable than the hcp site 

by 0.4 kcal/mol, the fcc site by 1.6 kcal/mol, and the atop site by 1.7 kcal/mol.  The 

perpendicular separation between the Cu(111) surface and anchor is 1.81 Å at the bridge 

site, which is the smallest of all the anchors. 

In a similar manner to the benzene modeling, the acetylene anchor with optimized 

geometries for propyne ((CH)3CCH) on atop, fcc, hcp, and bridge sites were used to find 

the most stable binding site on Cu(111) by removing one hydrogen atom bonded to the 

acetylene (Figure 3).  The methyl, bounded at the end of the acetyl to replace the carbon 

on the graphene, is used to clarify the bond directions.  We again calculated snap bond 

energies and δ energies in which the highest energy is defined as 0 kcal/mol (Table 2).  

The most stable binding site on the Cu(111) for propyne is found to be at the fcc site with 

a bond energy of 103.5 kcal/mol, which is slightly more favorable than the hcp site by 0.7 

kcal/mol and is much more stable than the atop site by 14.7 kcal/mol, indicating that the 

threefold sites provide a preferable overlap of the orbitals between Cu on the Cu(111) 
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surface and carbon on propyne.  The perpendicular separation between the Cu(111) 

surface and anchor is 1.37 Å at the fcc site, which is the smallest distance for all the 

anchors. 

 For the amide anchor, (CH3)CONH2, on top of the Cu(111) surface with or without 

hydrogen atoms was optimized to chose the most stable molecule which bonds to the 

Cu(111) surface (Figure 4), and the snap bond energies and δ energies were calculated 

(Table 3).  One hydrogen atom is placed on the Cu surface for the (CH)3CONH model, 

and two hydrogen atoms are placed on the Cu surface for the (CH)3CON to enable 

comparison of the total energies of all the models.  We found that (CH3)CONH bonds to 

the Cu(111) surface with the snap bond energy of 122.2 kcal/mol, which is more 

energetically favorable than (CH3)CONH2 and (CH3)CONH.  In the (CH3)CONH model, 

the O atom is on the top of the Cu atom, the N atom is in the bridge position between two 

Cu atoms, and the perpendicular separation between Cu(111) surface and anchor is 1.58 

Å.  

 Lastly, the carboxyl anchor, (CH3)COOH,  on top of Cu(111) surface with or without a 

hydrogen atom was optimized to chose the most stable molecule which bonds to the 

Cu(111) surface (Figure 5).  One hydrogen atom was added to the surface of Cu(111) for 

the (CH)3COO model to compensate for the missing hydrogen atom and to enable a 

comparison of the total energy with (CH)3COOH by calculation of the snap bond 

energies and δ energies (Table 4).  We find that the (CH3)COOH molecule does not bond 

to the Cu(111) surface due to the stability of the molecule itself, which also confirms that 

the calculations are being carried out reasonably.  On the contrary, (CH3)COO bonded to 

the Cu(111) surface with a snap bond energy of 70.3 kcal/mol, with one O atom on the 
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top of the Cu atom and the other O atom in the bridge position between two Cu atoms, 

with a perpendicular separation between the Cu(111) surface and anchor of 1.75 Å. 

 

3.2. Optimizations of Graphene–Anchor Models. 

Previous theoretical studies have reported that chemical bonding of a functionalizing 

molecule to the side wall of a CNT creates a half-filled band near the Fermi energy 

because of an unpaired spin of the pπ orbital of a carbon–carbon bond.17–19  Since I–V 

characteristics at the interface are a critical issue in this paper and the unrealistic half-

filled band near the Fermi energy can cause overestimation of the conductance, we 

carefully studied the resonance effects of anchors on a graphene sheet unit cell to 

determine the energetically favorable states.   

To examine this issue, the difference in bond energies between resonance and 

nonresonance positions was calculated by bonding two acetylene molecules (C2H2) on 

the graphene sheet and removing one hydrogen atom.  The graphene unit cell consists of 

32 carbon atoms with a fixed area of 0.98 × 0.85 nm2.  When placing one acetylene 

anchor on the graphene unit cell (shown with a red solid circle (Figure 6a)), there are 

nine resonance positions (a, b, and c) and nine nonresonance positions (d, e, and f).  Each 

alphabet notation represents the equivalent distance from the carbon atom which the first 

acetylene anchor is bonded to.  For example, when the second acetylene anchor is bonded 

to the a3 site as shown in Figure 6b, the two acetylene anchors (5.1 Å separation) are in 

resonance positions.  In contrast, the second acetylene anchor is bonded to the d5 site (4.2 

Å separation), which shows the nonresonance states, and leaves a free radical on the 
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graphene sheet (Figure 6c).  Acetylene positions which are within 2.8 Å of the first 

acetylene anchor (enclosed by the red line in Figure 6a) are not considered in order to 

avoid the large steric interactions between molecules.   

To summarize the computational results, the adiabatic and snap bond energies measured 

by adding one acetylene and two acetylene molecules are shown in Chart 1 and Table 5.  

We calculated the adiabatic bond energies as a reference in order to exclude the 

significant effect of the strain energies in the graphene sheet.  According to Table 5, the 

average adiabatic bond energy of the second addition of the acetylene molecule at 

resonance positions obtains larger energy than that of the first acetylene molecule by 13.0 

kcal/mol, whereas that of nonresonance positions are lower by 4.4 kcal/mol.  The results 

illustrate clearly that the addition of the second anchors in a resonance position stabilizes 

the total graphene–anchor models.  According to this result, a hydrogen atom is added in 

the resonance position of the a3 site on the graphene unit cell for all anchor calculations 

to avoid creating an unrealistic half-filled band or a lowest unoccupied molecular orbital 

(LUMO) which affects the QM I–V calculations.   

By taking into account the resonance effect described above, the graphene–anchor 

models are optimized by removing one hydrogen atom from each anchor and placing it 

on the resonance position (a3) of the graphene unit cell (Figure 7).  For all anchors, atop 

sites are found to be favorable.  The snap bond energy between the anchor and graphene 

and the graphene strain energy, which is due to the deformation of the graphene sheet by 

the bonding of both the anchor and H atom, are shown in Table 6.  The largest snap bond 

energy is for acetylene with 82.6 kcal/mol, followed by benzene (58.9 kcal/mol), 

carboxyl (50.5 kcal/mol), and amid (42.0 kcal/mol).  
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3.3. Optimization of Cu(111)–Anchor–Graphene Models and Construction of I–V 

models. 

Finally, we fully optimized the geometries of the Cu(111)–anchor–graphene models.  The 

total snap bond energies of all four anchors are largest for acetylene anchor (168.9 

kcal/mol), followed by carboxyl (123.9 kcal/mol), amide (117.8 kcal/mol), and benzene 

(106.1 kcal/mol) (Table 7).  The perpendicular separations between the Cu(111) surface 

and graphene are significantly larger for benzene (7.03 Å) due to its configuration, 

whereas the rest of the separations have similar values.  Looking at the results in more 

detail, the acetylene–Cu surface separation (1.33 Å) is smaller than the benzene–Cu 

surface separation (1.97 Å), the amide–Cu surface separation (1.88 Å), and the carboxyl–

Cu surface separation (2.03 Å).  The acetylene–graphene separation (1.48 Å) is also the 

shortest of all anchor separations (1.61 ±  0.03 Å). 

To enable a direct comparison of the contact resistance at the interface between each 

anchor model and graphene, I–V models were constructed from the optimized geometries 

by reversing one of the models and placing it at the AB stacking positions of the original 

graphene sheet as shown in Figure 8.  The three Cu(111) layers represent the two 

electrodes (source and drain) of a CNT or SGS.  The contact resistance of the pure Cu–

graphene (no anchor) was calculated in our previous study (Figure 8e).10  The distance 

between the two graphene sheets was fixed at 3.4 Å, which is specified by the 

experimental data.30  
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3.4. Contact Resistance of Cu(111)–anchor–graphene Models. 

For all Cu(111)–anchor–graphene models, the DOS (Figure 9a) are higher than the Cu–

graphene (no anchor) model, indicating improved conduction channels at the interface.  

The transmission coefficients near the Fermi energy (Figure 9b) and the strength of the 

amide, carboxyl, acetylene, no anchor, and benzene models are listed in descending 

order.  Benzene shows a very small transmission coefficient which indicates that there is 

no appropriate orbital for current flow between the electrodes.   

In turn, the I–V characteristics (Figure 9c) and total resistance per unit area (Figure 9e) 

correlate directly with the transmission coefficient.  We calculate contact resistances of 

43 kΩ for carboxyl anchor, 58 kΩ for amide anchor, 128 kΩ for acetylene anchor, 10.3 

MΩ for benzene anchor, and 11.7 MΩ per unit cell (0.98 × 0.85 nm2) for Cu without 

anchor after averaging for a bias voltage from –0.1 to 0.1 V (Table 8), where the bias 

voltage is defined as the difference between the source and the drain voltage.  These 

values should be interpreted as a relative evaluation of these models.     
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4. Discussion 

4.1. Mechanical Stabilities and Electrical Enhancements by Choice of Anchors. 

The interaction energies (Table 7) indicate that all anchors are good candidates for 

enhancing the mechanical stabilities of the Cu–CNT interface as compared to that of the 

Cu without anchor which has an interaction energy of 4.8 kcal/mol with a separation of 

3.30 Å.10  The acetylene anchor obtains the largest mechanical stability of all others 

because of the strong cohesive energy, which is also represented by the short separations 

to the Cu(111) surface and graphene.  The snap bond energy of benzene anchor is smaller 

than that of acetylene anchor by 62.8 kcal/mol, and the separations between anchor–

Cu(111) and anchor–graphene are larger by 1.48 times and 1.07 times, respectively, 

which is possibly due to the steric interactions between the benzene and the surfaces.  

The snap bond energies of amide and carboxyl anchors are relatively smaller than that of 

the acetylene anchor since the anchor ions are stabilized by resonance effects.   

We also find that the second anchor bonds to the resonance position on the graphene unit 

cell to gain stability, which is also true for the CNT surface.  More exegetically favorable 

bonding at the a3 site and less favorable bonding at the c site within the resonance 

positions (Table 5) may be of further interest in the study of the effects of geometric 

symmetries or arene substitution patterns.  However, since the primary focus of this paper 

is to construct reasonable models for the study of contact resistance, we will not pursue 

the discussion of this subject any further within the paper.   

By applying the carboxyl anchor, the contact resistance can be reduced by a factor of 

approximately 270 when compared to that of pure Cu electrodes.  From our previous 
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study, the contact resistance of the Pd–graphene (no anchor) is calculated as 159 kΩ 

per unit cell (0.98 ×  0.85 nm2).10  Hence, the carboxyl, amid, and acetylene anchors can 

improve the contact resistance better then the Pd electrodes.   

Interestingly, the contact resistance for the benzene anchor is essentially the same as 

without the anchor.  This is because the benzene leads to a total tunneling distance of 

7.03 Å which is approximately 50 % larger than the other three cases.  The 

experimentally reported anchors applied in self-aligning assemblies, such as sodium 

dodecyl sulphate (SDS)12 and long-chained aryldiazonium salts13 which possess long 

alkyl chains (C12 and C11, respectively) leading the large separations, are likely to 

dramatically increase the contact resistance.     

 

4.2. Outline of Proposed Process Steps.   

The outline of processing steps that might be used to implement the assembly of CNT–

anchor–Cu electrode systems is illustrated in Scheme 1.  There have been studies which 

reported ways to implement the CNTs at a specific place on the wafer by functionalizing 

the CNTs14, 15 or by functionalizing the surface of the substrate31 or both16.  Some of the 

functional molecules from the CNT surface can be successfully removed, and pristine 

CNTs are restored (Scheme 1a).15, 16  After this process, the CNTs can be masked for the 

implementation of the electrodes to avoid unfavorable deformations of the CNTs 

(Scheme 1b), followed by treatment with anchor precursors (Scheme 1c). This step 

should be realized easily since there have already been experimental reports of the 
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functionalized CNTs with the anchors as we stated previously.21–24  Finally, the Cu 

electrodes can be deposited on top of them and the masks can be removed (Scheme 1d).   

 

5. Conclusion 

The use of QM methods shows that appropriate anchors can dramatically reduce the 

contact resistance of Cu–CNT and Cu–SGS interfaces, while increasing mechanical 

stability.  Of the four anchors we considered, the best Cu interface is carboxyl (275 times 

lower contact resistance and 30 times higher mechanical stability than the perfect Cu–

SGS interface), followed by amide, acetylene, and benzene in descending order.  We find 

that introducing the carboxyl anchor at the Cu–SGS interface improves the contact 

resistance by 3.7 times compared to the Pd–SGS interface without an anchor, making the 

Cu electrodes a good candidate for the CNT or SGS electronics. 

Scheme 1 illustrates the processing steps that might be used to implement the self- 

assembly of CNT–anchor–Cu electrode systems.  In this section, most of the steps for 

constructing self-assembling CNT–anchor–Cu electrode systems are shown. 

We recommend that the anchors are to be selected to reduce the contact resistance as 

demonstrated here in the detailed calculations for four functional groups.  They provide 

useful guidelines for selecting molecular anchors for carbon black and other graphite 

materials in addition to CNT and SGS.  Our studies, which have shown first-principle 

predictions of complex phenomena in nanoscale materials and devices, may be used as a 

protocol for choosing the appropriate experimental materials and processes.   
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Figure 1.  (a) Cu–anchor–graphene configuration for our simplified simulation model.  

(b) Proposed Cu–anchor–CNT concept to focus on the local interfacial structures and the 

contact resistance (RC) properties. 
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Figure 2.  Optimized geometries of the top (top) and side (bottom) views of C6H5–

Cu(111) surface: (a) atop, (b) fcc, (c) hcp, and (d) bridge sites on the Cu(111) unit cell of 

0.98 × 0.85 nm2.  The bridge site is found to be the most stable site (gray, carbon; pink, 

hydrogen; brown, Cu top layer; purple, Cu second layer; green, Cu third layer).  The 

energies and geometric parameters are given in Table 1. 

(d) (b) (c) (a) 
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Figure 3.  Optimized geometries of the top (top) and side (bottom) views of (CH3)CC–

Cu(111) surface: (a) atop, (b) fcc, (c) hcp, and (d) bridge sites on the Cu(111) unit cell.  

The fcc site is found to be the most stable site (gray, carbon; pink, hydrogen; brown, Cu 

top layer; purple, Cu second layer; green, Cu third layer).  The energies and geometric 

parameters are given in Table 2. 

(d)        (b)      (c)       (a)       
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Figure 4.  Optimized geometries of the top (top) and side (bottom) views of (a) 

(CH3)CONH2, (b) (CH3)CONH, and (c) (CH3)CON on the Cu(111) surface unit cell. 

Chemisorbed hydrogen atoms are included for (b) and (c) for comparing the energetics of 

the unit cell (gray, carbon; pink, hydrogen; red, oxygen; blue, nitrogen; brown, Cu top 

layer; purple, Cu second layer; green, Cu third layer).  The energies and geometric 

parameters are given in Table 3. 

(a)       (b)       (c)       
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Figure 5.  Optimized geometries of the top (top) and side (bottom) views of (a) 

(CH3)COOH and (b) (CH3)COO on the Cu(111) surface unit cell.   

A chemisorbed hydrogen atom is added for (b) to compare the energetics (gray, carbon; 

pink, hydrogen; red, oxygen; brown, Cu top layer; purple, Cu second layer; green, Cu 

third layer).  The energies and geometric parameters are given in Table 4.  

(a)       (b)        
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Figure 6.  Top views of the graphene unit cell (0.98 × 0.85 nm2, shown with a green line) 

used to evaluate the resonance effects by bonding the anchor molecules.   

(a) Resonance (a, b, and c) and nonresonance (d, e, and f) positions when placing one 

acetylene anchor on the graphene unit cell (shown with a red solid circle).  The red line 

shows a distance smaller than 2.8 Å, which shows large steric interactions.  (b) The 

second acetylene anchor is bonded to the a3 (resonance) site.  (c) The second acetylene 

anchor is bonded to the d5 (nonresonance) site and a free radical is shown with a blue 

dot.  The energies and geometric parameters are given in Table 5. 
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Figure 7.  Optimized geometries of the side (top) and top (bottom) views of (a) C6H5, (b) 

HCC, (c) CONH2, and (d) COOH on graphene unit cell (0.98 × 0.85 nm2).   

Hydrogen atoms are added in the resonance positions (gray, carbon; pink, hydrogen; red, 

oxygen; blue, nitrogen; brown, Cu top layer; purple, Cu second layer; green, Cu third 

layer).  The energies and geometric parameters are given in Table 6. 

(a)       (b)       (d)       (c)       
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Figure 8.  Side views of I–V calculation models which were constructed from the 

optimized Cu(111)–anchor–graphene models by reversing one of the models and placing 

it at the AB stacking positions of the original graphene sheet.   

(a) Cu(111)–C6H4–graphene–graphene–C6H4–Cu(111), (b) Cu(111)–CC–graphene–

graphene–CC–Cu(111), (c) Cu(111)–CONH–graphene–graphene–CONH–Cu(111), (d) 

Cu(111)–COO–graphene–graphene–COO–Cu(111) and (e) Cu(111)–graphene–

graphene–Cu(111) (gray, carbon; pink, hydrogen; red, oxygen; blue, nitrogen; brown, Cu 

top layer; purple, Cu second layer; green, Cu third layer). 

(c)         (a)          (b)        (d)         (e)         
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Figure 9.   I–V characteristics of Cu(111)–anchor–graphene–graphene–anchor–Cu(111) 

models (Figure 8) per unit cell (0.98 × 0.85 nm2).   

(a) Density of states (1/eV/unit cell) near the Fermi energy.  (b) Transmission coefficient 

(T(E)).  (c) I–V curve. (d) Contact resistance (orange, –C6H4–; blue, –CC–; pink, –

CONH–; green, –COO–; brown, no anchor). 
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Scheme 1.  Proposed Steps for Forming Cu–Anchor–CNT Interconnect   

(a) Implementation of the CNTs at a specific place on the wafer.   

(b) CNTs can be masked for the implementation of the electrodes.   

(c) Treatment with anchor precursors, followed by the deposition of Cu electrodes.   

(d) Removal of masks. 
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Chart 1.  Adiabatic and Snap Bond Enegetics Measured by Adding Acetylene Anchors 

(HCC–) on the Graphene Unit Cell (0.98 × 0.85 nm2) 

BE is adiabatic bond energy.   

Snap is bond energy, not allowing the fragments to relax.   

(T), energy by adding two HCC–; (1), energy by adding the first HCC–; (2), energy by 

adding the second HCC–. 
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Table 1.  Energetics and Geometry between –C6H5 Anchor and Cu(111) Surface 

position atop fcc hcp bridge 

snap bond energy (kcal/mol) 45.2 45.3 46.5 46.9 

relative energy (kcal/mol)a   1.7 1.6 0.4 0 

perpendicular separation (Å)b 2.00 1.81 1.84 1.81 

Cu–C distance (Å)c 1.98 2.13, 2.40, 

2.71 

2.11, 2.51, 

2.66 

2.16, 2.19 

a Lowest energy is defined as 0. 

b Z-coordinates of the atoms on the Cu(111) surface are averaged. 

c Nearest neighbor atoms. 
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Table 2.  Energetics and Geometry between –CCH Anchor and Cu(111) Surface 

position atop fcc hcp bridge 

snap bond energy (kcal/mol) 88.8 103.5 102.7 99.3 

relative energy (kcal/mol)a 14.7 0 0.7 4.2 

perpendicular separation (Å)b 1.83 1.37 1.40 1.56 

Cu-C bond distance (Å)c 2.11 2.00, 2.08, 

2.13 

2.06, 2.10, 

2.19 

2.03, 2.07 

a Lowest energy is defined as 0. 

b Z-coordinates of the atoms on the Cu(111) surface are averaged. 

c Nearest neighbor atoms. 
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Table 3.  Energetics and Geometry between –CONH2, –CONH, and –CON Anchors and 

Cu(111) Surface 

initial structurea (CH3)CONH2 (CH3)CONH, H (CH3)CON, 2H 

final atom position O, on O, on; N, bridge N, fcc 

snap bond energy (kcal/mol) 113.0 122.2 95.9 

relative energy (kcal/mol)b 9.5 0 26.4 

perpendicular separation (Å)c 1.81 1.58 0.96 

Cu-O bond distance (Å)d 2.17 2.10 – 

Cu-N bond distance (Å)d – 2.09, 2.17 2.00, 2.01, 2.09 

a To compare the energies per unit cell, hydrogen atoms are bonded on the Cu(111) 

surface for (CH3)CONH and (CH3)CON.  

b Lowest energy is defined as 0. 

c Z-coordinates of the atoms on the Cu(111) surface are averaged. 

d Nearest neighbor atoms. 
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Table 4.  Energetics and Geometry between –COOH2 and –COOH Anchors and Cu(111) 

Surface 

initial structurea (CH3)COOH (CH3)COO, H 

final atom position 
– 

O(1), on; 

O(2), bridge 

snap bond energy (kcal/mol) 13.0 70.3 

relative energy (kcal/mol)b 5.4 0 

perpendicular separation (Å)c 2.26 1.75 

Cu-O bond distance (Å)d 
– 

Cu–O(1), 2.08;  

Cu–O(2), 2.19, 2.39 

a One hydrogen atom is added for (CH3)COO to compare the energetics per unit cell. 

b Lowest energy is defined as 0. 

c Z-coordinates of the atoms on the Cu(111) surface are averaged. 

d Nearest neighbor atoms. 
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Table 5.  Difference in Snap and Adiabatic Bond Energetic of Two Acetylene (HCC–) 

Anchors at Resonance (a, b, c) and Nonresonance (d, e, f) Positionsa   

      total energy (kcal/mol) energy by adding second 

HCC– (kcal/mol) 

   site  dist.(Å) b snapc BEd straine  snapc BEd straine  

first HCC–  –  – 79.7 33.7 46.0  –  –  – 

second HCC– a2 5.1 142.6 80.4 61.4 62.9 46.7 15.5 

  a3 5.1 147.3 83.9 62.7 67.6 50.2 16.7 

  b4 3.7 143.5 81.3 61.4 63.8 47.6 15.4 

  c 5.6 138.2 75.9 61.7 58.5 42.2 15.7 

  d4 4.2 126.4 63.0 62.7 46.7 29.3 16.8 

 d5 4.2 128.3 62.9 64.8 48.6 29.2 18.8 

  e2 4.9 128.2 63.5 64.2 48.5 29.6 18.3 

  f 6.5 128.3 63.0 64.8 48.6 29.2 18.8 

a a3 site provides the most stable structure for the second anchor. 
b Distance between two anchors. 
c Snap is bond energy, not allowing the fragments to relax. 
d BE is adiabatic bond energy. 
e Strain is the strain energy in graphene caused by bonding HCC–. 
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Table 6.  Energetics and Geometry between Anchors and Graphene 

anchor C6H5– CCH– CONH2– COOH– 

snap bond energy (kcal/mol)a 58.9 82.6 42.0 50.5 

graphene strain energy (kcal/mol)b 13.9 14.1 11.1 13.9 

perpendicular separation (Å)c 1.58 1.48 1.63 1.59 

a Snap bond energy was calculated for each anchor (H atom is excluded).  

b Deformation energy in graphene caused by bonding an anchor (H atom is excluded). 

c Perpendicular separation between the carbon atom of an anchor and the bonded carbon 

atom on graphene.  Z-coordinates of the atoms on the Cu(111) surface are averaged. 
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Table 7.  Energetics and Geometry of Cu(111) Surface–Anchor–Graphene 

anchor –C6H4– –CC– –CONH– –COO– no 

anchora 

snap bond energy (kcal/mol) 106.1 168.9 117.8 123.9 4.8 

anchor–Cu(111) surface separation 

(Å)b 

1.97 1.33 1.88 2.03 – 

anchor–graphene separation (Å)c 1.58 1.48 1.62 1.64 – 

Cu(111) –graphene separation (Å)d 7.03 4.62 4.65 4.73 3.30 

a Reference 10. 

b The shortest perpendicular separation between the C or N or O atom of an anchor and 

the Cu(111) surface.  Z-coordinates of the atoms on the Cu(111) surface are averaged. 

c Perpendicular separation between the carbon atom of an anchor and the bonded carbon 

atom on graphene. 

d Z-coordinates of atoms on each surface are averaged. 
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Table 8.  Contact Resistance of Cu(111)–Anchor–Graphene Interface 

anchor –C6H4– –CC– –CONH– –COO– no 

anchora 

contact resistance (kΩ)b 10080 127.5 63.7 42.6 11716 

inverse ratio  1.1 92 184 275 1.0 

a Ref 10. 

b Per unit area of 0.735 nm2 (0.98 × 0.85 nm2). 
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Chapter 3   

Contact Resistance of “End-contacted” Metal–Graphene and 

Metal–Nanotube Interfaces*  

 

Abstract.   

In this paper, we predict the current-voltage (I–V) characteristics and contact resistance 

of “end-contacted” metal electrode–graphene or metal electrode–carbon nanotube (CNT) 

interfaces for five metals, Ti, Pd, Pt, Cu and Au, based on first-principles quantum 

mechanical density functional and matrix Green’s function methods.  We find the contact 

resistance of “end-contacted” (or end-on) is 107 kΩ for Ti, 142 kΩ for Pd, 149 kΩ for Pt, 

253 kΩ for Cu, and 187 kΩ for Au per surface carbon atom at the interface, 

corresponding to the improvement best in Au (1/6751) followed by Cu (1/2488) > Pt 

(1/233) > Pd (1/60) > Ti (1/8.8) compared to the “side-contacted” configurations.  This 

can be compared with contact resistance for “side-contacted” metal–graphene or metal–

CNT interfaces of 8.6 MΩ for Pd and 630 MΩ for Cu, for example.  (There is now and 

experimental validation for the predicted Pt-CNT contact resistance, indicating an 

accuracy of ~10 %.)  This suggests premium for developing technology to achieve “end-

contacted” configurations.    
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Contact Resistance of “End-contacted” Metal–Graphene and Metal–Nanotube 
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1. Introduction 

Carbon nanotubes (CNTs)1 and graphenes (monolayer2,3, bilayer4,5, and nanoribbons6,7) 

are most promising materials for applications in nanoelectronics due to their small size 

and superior electrical properties.  In particular, metallic CNTs and graphenes are 

potential candidate for the on-chip interconnect materials in future integrated circuits8–10 

because they have potential advantages for achieving highest possible density integration 

in combination with high current density11, ballistic conductance12–14, and high thermal 

conductivity15.  Indeed, significant progress has been made in fabrication techniques for 

CNT interconnects on Si wafers.  For example, CNTs for via (vertical) interconnects 

were successfully grown directly on Si wafers using Co16, Fe17, or Ni18 catalysts.  In 

addition, CNT horizontal interconnects have been integrated with silicon complementary 

metal–oxide–semiconductor (CMOS) transistors on the same chip by applying an electric 

field to the CNTs dispersed in ethanol, enabling above 1 GHz operation.19  Furthermore, 

single layer graphene has been demonstrated to exhibit high electron mobility (~ 15,000 

cm2 / Vs) and thermal conductivity (3100 – 5300 Ω / mK).2,20,21  They may have 

advantages over CNTs for developing strategies of selective growth on metals or 

semiconductors, for example, epitaxial growth on SiC(0001)4,6,22 and Ru(0001)23. 

A critical property for such nanoelectronic devices is the contact resistance at the metal–

CNT or metal–graphene interfaces.  We previously reported contact resistances for “side-

contacted” metal electrode (Figure 1b) to CNT or graphene.24  Here we used ab-initio 

quantum mechanical (QM) studies to show that Ti leads to the lowest contact resistance 

of 24.2 kΩ/nm2 followed by Pd (221 kΩ/nm2), Pt (881 kΩ/nm2), Cu (16.3 MΩ/nm2), and 

Au (32.6 MΩ/nm2) for “side-contacted” metal electrode (Figure 1b) to CNT or 
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graphene.25  Although Cu–graphene interface has a contact resistance 672 times higher 

for Ti, we found that incorporation of bifunctional groups (anchors) can reduce the Cu–

graphene contact resistance by a factor of 275, making Cu better than Pd by 3.7 times.25   

In this paper, we use QM to determine the electrical properties (e.g., contact resistance) 

for “end-contacted” (or vertical) metal–graphene and metal–CNT electrodes (Figure 1a).  

We find that this “end-contacted” metal electrode improves the contact resistance by up 

to a factor of 6751, while simultaneously increasing mechanical stabilities dramatically.   

 

2. Methods 

2.1. Modeling Details. 

To model the “end-contacted” metal–graphene or metal–CNT configurations as shown in 

Figure 1a, we have chosen 2 × 4 graphene unit cell (16 carbon atoms) of the graphene 

sheet (fixed in x direction at 0.846 nm) as shown in Figure 2.  We placed the metal atoms 

at the arm-chair edge of graphene (4 carbon atoms at the interface) one by one, followed 

by relaxing the geometry each time to represent the ideal metal–graphene interface.  The 

six metal atoms, which are vertical to the graphene surface, at the interface (shown with 

red atoms in Figure 2) show the periodicity similar to the deposited metals on the 

graphene sheet in our previous work24 and determines the y periodicity (0.489 nm).  For 

each system the metal layers were added one by one and optimized for the contact to 

graphene.  The additional three layers of metal (six atoms per layer per cell) are 

constructed as ABC stacking (face-centered cubic (fcc)) for Pd, Pt, Cu and Au and 
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ABAB stacking (hexagonal close-packed (hcp)) for Ti for the bulk structures.  For Ti, 

the hcp packing was found to be more stable than the fcc by 2.4 kcal / mol per unit cell.24  

The models are to focus on the local interfacial structures and contact resistance (Rcont) 

properties in this paper.  The total resistance (RT), is expressed as RT = Rcont + RC + 

scattering, where RC represents the resistance of CNT or graphene.26  The scattering term 

can be ignored since the distance is much smaller than the mean free path of an electron.  

In addition, we found that effect of the larger attractive interaction due to the 

hybridization (incursion of the s hybrid character in the pπ orbital) caused by the CNT 

curvature is small, leading slight decrease in the separation at metal−CNT interface by 

0.04 – 0.08 Å (1.9 – 2.8 %) for the CNTs of diameters 0.95 and 1.0 nm.  Considering all 

of these issues, we believe that the metal–graphene models represent for metal–CNT 

configurations with a diameter larger than 1.0 nm for all geometric considerations.   

 

2.2. Computational Details.  

We used SEQQUEST27, a fully self-consistent Gaussian-based linear combination of 

atomic orbitals (LCAO) density functional theory (DFT) method with double-� plus 

polarization (DZP) basis sets.28  All calculations were based on the Perdew–Burke–

Ernzerhof (PBE) flavor of generalized gradient approximation (GGA) with PBE pseudo 

atomic potentials and within 2D periodic boundary conditions.29  The k-point sampling of 

4 × 4 in the Brillouin Zone and the real space grid interval of 46 × 26 in the x–y plane, for 

a grid spacing of 0.35 bohr, were carefully determined by energetic convergence.   
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To obtain I–V characteristics of each model, the density of states (DOS) was obtained 

from DFT quantum mechanics, while the transmission coefficient was obtained using 

matrix Green’s function theory with DFT (which we have used successfully to compute 

transport properties of molecular electronic devices).30  The transmission function was 

then used in the Landauer–Buttiker formula to calculate the I–V characteristics.  The 

zero-bias transmission T(E, V = 0) approximation was applied to the computation of the 

current I at a finite bias voltage (V) which was defined as the difference between the 

source and the drain voltage.  The finite-V transmission T(E, V) should be close to T(E) at 

a low bias voltage of –0.1 to 0.1 V, which would be the operating voltage range for 

devices studied in this paper.  The large-V region (V > 0.5 V) I–V curves should be taken 

as qualitative.  We then calculated the current as a function of bias voltage and the 

contact resistance for the five deposited metals.  

 

3.  Results 

3.1.  Geometrical Properties.  

Figure 2 shows the top and side views of the “end-contacted” metal–graphene interface 

of the optimum geometries.  We see that metal–metal interlayer distances are generally 

within 2 % of the bulk values31 except for the Ti and Pt top layers which are contracted 

by 5 % and 3 %, respectively, and the Au system all layers are increased ~11 % (Table 

1).   

The interaction energy of each metal–graphene structure was calculated by comparing 

the equilibrium states with the each component by separating the electrode (all metal 
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atoms) infinitely far from graphene surface (snap bond energy) (Figure 3a).  These 

quantities were normalized by the surface carbon atoms at the interface (there are four 

carbon atoms).  We see that the bond energies range from 77.4 kcal/mol (Ti) to 29.6 

kcal/mol (Au) and decreases as Ti > Pd ≈ Pt > Cu > Au.  As expected, “end-contacted” 

electrodes lead to greatly increasing interaction energy over that of “side-contacted” 

electrodes (Figure 3b).  The best improvement is for Cu with 323 times followed by Pt 

(259 times), Au (247 times), Pd (199 times), and the smallest improvement is for Ti with 

12.9 times.   

 

3.2.  I–V characteristics. 

The structures for the I–V calculations (Figure 4a) were constructed from the optimized 

geometries (Figure 2) by reversing the electrodes and two surface carbon layers of the 

graphene to calculate directory the contact resistance (Rcont).  These I–V structures 

contain the two contacts (source and drain) bridged by the channel (graphene).  Since the 

surface layer of metal electrodes is strongly bonded to the graphene edge, this layer is 

included as part of the channel while other three periodic layers of each electrode is 

considered to be the contact (used iteratively to form the surface Green’s function).   

Notably, only the d-orbitals of surface metals and the p-orbitals of surface carbon atoms 

contribute significantly to the DOS (Figure S1).  The projected density of states (PDOS) 

per unit cell of the p-orbitals (PDOS(Cp)) of surface carbon atoms of graphene at the 

interface are shown in Figure 4b.  These PDOS(Cp) differ from each other with little 

systematic similarities in various peaks although reflecting individual characteristics of 
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the metal electrodes.  Even so, the PDOS(Cp) are large and similar at the Fermi energy 

ranging from 1.8 eV-1 (Ti) to 2.2 eV-1 (Au), indicating a good conduction channel.  For 

the Ti, Pd, and Pt structures, the PDOS(Cp) of surface carbon atoms near the Fermi 

energy are mostly carbon pπ-orbitals (py-orbitals in Figure S1), but for the Cu and Au 

structures, both pπ- and pσ-orbitals (py- and pz-orbitals, respectively, in Figure S1) 

contribute equally.   

The PDOS for the d-orbitals of the surface (first-layer) metal atoms (PDOS(Md)) are 

shown in Figure 4c.  Here we see that the PDOS(Md) at the Fermi energy ranging from 

15 eV-1 (Ti) down to 1.5 eV-1 (Au) with a sequence of Ti > Pt > Pd > Cu > Au.  For Au, 

the PDOS(Cp) is larger than the PDOS(Md).   

The transmission function, T(E), (Figure 4d) near the Fermi energy mirrors the PDOS 

behaviors except for the Cu system, which shows lower T(E) than the Au system at the 

Fermi energy (–0.5 to +0.25 eV).  The calculated I–V curve (Figure 5a) and total 

resistance (Figure 5b) correlate directly with the T(E), which correlates with the cohesive 

coupling between the metal d-orbitals and graphene p-orbitals, as discussed above.   

We find that Ti has a linear I–V curve from –1 to +1 V indicating an Ohmic contact, 

while Pd and Pt are linear from –0.5 to +0.5 V.  Using the slope at 0 V (at the Fermi 

energy), we calculate conductance ranging from 0.97 G0 for Ti down to 0.40 G0 for Cu.  

2 G0 (G0 ≡ 2q2/h = 77.5 μS = (12.9 kΩ)-1) is the expected conductance quantum for a 

single-walled carbon nanotube (SWNT) when assuming perfect contacts.  From the 

conductance we obtain contact resistance (Rcont) per unit cell of the “end-contact” 

structures of 53 kΩ for Ti, 71 kΩ for Pd, 74 kΩ for Pt, 127 kΩ for Cu, and 93 kΩ for Au 
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after averaging the bias voltage from –0.1 to +0.1 V (Table 2).  All the contact 

resistances are also shown per surface carbon atom at the interface allowing us to 

estimate to the contact resistance for “end-contacted” metal–CNT interfaces as it will be 

discussed later.  As expected, the Rcont of “end-contacted” is enormously improved over 

that of “side-contacted” electrodes with improvements ranging from best for Au (1/6751) 

followed by Cu (1/2488) > Pt (1/233) > Pd (1/60) > Ti (1/8.8).   

 

4.  Discussion 

4.1.  Nature of the Metal–Carbon Contact. 

With “side-contacted” metal–graphene interfaces, only the carbon pπ orbitals of carbon 

atoms contribute to the cohesion to the surface metals (d orbitals).  However for “end-

contacted” metal–graphene interfaces, carbon pπ orbitals as well as pσ orbitals play 

important roles in cohesion because the surface carbon has pσ electrons that are either 

unpaired (zigzag) or involved in a weak in-plane π bond (armchair).  Thus, these pσ 

electrons could play substantial roles in cohesion and hence transmission.  In fact, Figure 

S1 shows that only pπ orbital is important for Ti, Pd, and Pt while both pπ and pσ 

orbitals are significant for Au and Cu electrodes.  Additionally, the PDOS(Cp) of Au is 

larger than the PDOS(Md) near the Fermi energy, indicating that bond properties of the 

“end-contacted” Au–graphene is dominated by p orbitals of the surface carbon atoms.  
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4.2.  Electrical Properties at the Interface.  

Our results indicate that among the five metals considered here, the contact resistance per 

surface carbon atom is smallest for Ti (107 kΩ) and small for Pd (142 kΩ) and Pt (149 

kΩ) and large for Au (187 kΩ) and Cu (253 kΩ).  

Recently, four-terminal experiments on Pt electrode (5 nm depositing on top of CNT and 

protected with 60 nm Au) “side-contacted” to metallic SWNT (1.0 – 1.5 nm) found a 

contact resistance of Rside-cont ≈ 5 kΩ with the length of the contacts of ~ 1 μm.32  To 

analyze these experimental results to obtain the specific contact resistance, we assume 

that the SWNT (10,10) (diameter = 1.37 nm) which is most commonly synthesized 

CNTs.  Given the contact length of 1 μm, there are 16,192 carbon atoms in SWNT 

(10,10).  Assuming that 50 % of the carbon atoms around the circumference of the 

SWNT are in contact with electrodes, we estimate the contact resistance per carbon atom 

is Rcside-cont = Rside-cont × Nside-cont = 5,000 × 8,096 = 40.5 MΩ, where Nside-cont is the 

number of carbon atoms in contact with electrodes.  This can be compared with our 

previous calculations for Pt case which has Rcside-cont = 34.7 MΩ per carbon atom (Table 

2).24  Given all uncertainties, this is the good agreement. 

The contact resistance results calculated for “end-contacted” metal−graphene interface 

can be used straightforwardly to estimate the contact resistance for “end-contacted” 

metal−CNT interface.  For example, the armchair SWNT (10,10) has 40 carbon atoms, 

which is the number of atoms at the cross section, are at the metal−CNT interfaces.  

Thus, since the graphene results for Pt electrodes give contact resistance per carbon atom 

(Rcend-cont) of 148.5 kΩ, we estimate the contact resistance of the “end-contacted” 
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Pt−SWNT (10,10) interface would be Rend-cont  = 3.7 kΩ, which indicates that “end-

contacted” Pt electrodes may achieve the same contact resistance with “side-contacted” 

Pt electrodes (approximately 5 kΩ) with no contacts length.  Moreover, for a double-

walled carbon nanotube (DWNT), for example (10,10) and (6,6), the number of the 

carbon atoms “end-contacted” with electrodes is 64, leading to Rend-cont  = 2.3 kΩ.  Thus 

the “end-contacted” electrodes are utilized more effectively for multiwalled CNTs and 

CNT bundles.  

Despite the advantages of “end-contacted” configurations, there remain significant 

experimental difficulties in constructing them.  Experiments to suspend and disperse 

CNTs in various solutions (e.g., water or organic solvents)33–35 have been reported.  For 

via interconnects, chemical mechanical polishing has been successful in achieving “end-

contacted” electrode to some extent.29  Thus by combining and utilizing such techniques, 

development of similar approaches for horizontal “end-contacted” configurations may be 

possible. 

For an alternative strategy, we consider the geometry where the ends of the CNT covered 

with electrode (Figure 6).  In this case, the total contact resistance can be written as Rcont 

= (1/Rend-cont + 1/Rside-cont)-1, where Rend-cont = Rcend-cont / Nend-cont is from the “end-

contacted” interfaces and Rside-cont = Rcside-cont / Nside-cont is from the “side-contacted” 

interfaces.  Thus for the case of a (10,10) SWNT, Nend-cont = 40 while Nside-cont = 162 for 

10 nm.  Since Rcend-cont = 142.4 kΩ, Rcside-cont = 8,566 kΩ for Pd electrodes, we obtain the 

total contact resistance Rcont = 3.3 kΩ.  This illustrates the advantage of such “end-

contacted” configurations.  We assumed the “side-contacted” length to be 10 nm since 
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probably by the time it is necessary to use CNTs for via and horizontal interconnects 

components it would be necessary to reduce the contact area to 20 nm or less. 

 

5.  Conclusion 

It is very difficult to extract reproducible results for the contact resistance data of 

metal−graphene or metal−CNT interfaces due to the small size and variations in device 

geometries.  For this reason, it is valuable to carry out first principles QM calculations 

since they provide consistent accuracy for various combinations of metals and carbon 

structures.  This paper illustrates how to use first-principle QM to predict such complex 

phenomena as contact resistance in metal–graphene and metal–CNT assemblies enabling 

in silico analysis and design prior to experiments.  

We analyzed the recently reported experimental contact resistance of Pt–CNT in 

comparison to our previous “side-contacted” calculations24.  We find that they agree 

within ~ 10 %, which helps validate the accuracy of both the theory and these very 

difficult experiments.  

Based on QM studies of the metal–graphene interface, we conclude that there are 

substantial advantages in reduced contact resistances for configurations that include 

“end-contacted” metal electrodes.  Because of the difficulty in making “end-contacted” 

electrodes as in Figure 1a, we suggest Figure 6 as practical configurations which also 

dramatically reduce the total contact resistance.  

Although the application here is towards high-performance on-chip interconnect 

applications, the results should be applicable to other CNT or graphene based 
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nanoelectronic and optoelectronic devices such as the field-effect transistors and light 

emitting diodes.   
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Figure 1.  (a) Interaction energy of the metal–graphene “end-contacted” interface shown 

in Figure 1a.  (b) “side-contacted” interface shown in Figure 1b (Ref. 24).   
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Figure 2.  Optimized geometries for graphene–metal interface.  Top section shows the 

top view (x–y plane).  Middle section shows the side view (z–x plane).  Bottom section 

shows the side view (z–y plane).  (a) Ti, (b) Pd, (c) Pt, (d) Cu, and (e) Au.  The unit cell is 

0.846 nm × 0.489 nm (periodic in x–y directions) with 24 metal atoms (6 atoms × 4 

layers) and 16 carbon atoms (4 atoms × 4 layers).  The Ti is found to have the hcp 

packing while the others are the fcc.  The layer–layer distances are given in Table 1 (C, 

graphene layer at the interface; M1, metal layer at the interface (first layer); M2, second 

metal layer; M3, third metal layer; M4, forth metal layer). 
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Figure 3.  (a) Interaction energy (per surface C atom) of the metal–graphene for “end-

contacted” interface shown in Figure 1a, and (b) for “side-contacted” interface shown in 

Figure 1b (Ref. 24).  The Ti is scaled by 1:5 (orange, Ti; blue, Pd; pink, Pt; brown, Cu; 

green, Au).  The energies are given in Table 1. 
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Figure 4.  Current–Voltage (I–V) calculations.  (a) Metal–graphene–metal structures 

used in I–V calculations (Pd case shown).  (b) Partial density of states (PDOS) for p 

orbital for carbon at the metal–graphene interface per unit cell.  (c) PDOS summing over 

all five d-orbitals for metal at the metal-graphene interface per unit cell.  (d) 

Transmission Coefficient (T(E)) (orange, Ti; blue, Pd; pink, Pt; brown, Cu; green, Au).  

Separate lines of each metal for (b), (c), and (d) are shown in Supporting Information 

(Figure S2, S3, and S4).    
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Figure 5.  Current–Voltage (I–V) characteristics near the Fermi energy per unit cell.  (a) 

I–V curve and (b) contact resistance (orange, Ti; blue, Pd; pink, Pt; brown, Cu; green, 

Au). 
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Figure 6.  Proposed metal–CNT interface configuration. 
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Table 1.  Layer–Layer perpendicular separations (Å) of the Metal–Graphene 

Structures after Optimization and Cohesive Energy (kcal/mol) of the Interface between 

Metal–Graphene 

 Ti Pd Pt Cu Au 

C–M1 perpendicular separationa (Å) 1.65 1.54 1.59 1.55 1.79 

M1–M2 perpendicular separationa (Å) 2.36 2.27 2.34 2.08 2.63 

M2–M3 perpendicular separationa (Å) 2.39 2.24 2.30 2.06 2.53 

M3–M4 perpendicular separationa (Å) 2.22 2.26 2.30 2.04 2.59 

bulk value (experimental) 300Kb (Å) 2.34 2.25 2.26 2.08 2.36 

metal–graphene cohesive energyc 

(kcal/mol) 

77.4 55.9 54.4 45.2 29.6 

metal–graphene cohesive energy of 

“side-contacted” structuresd (kcal/mol) 

6.0 0.28 0.21 0.14 0.12 

a Z-coordinates of the atoms are averaged.  C, graphene layer at the interface; M1, metal 

layer at the interface (first layer); M2, second metal layer; M3, third metal layer; M4, 

forth metal layer.  C and M1–M4 are shown in Figure 2. 

b Ref. 38. 

c For comparison, the contact resistance is averaged over the surface C atoms (4 atoms) at 

the interface. 
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d Ref. 24.  For comparison, the contact resistance is averaged over the surface C atoms 

(8 atoms).   

 

 

Table 2.  Comparisons of Calculated Contact Resistance of “End-contacted” Metal–

Graphene Interface with Those of “Side-contacted” 

 Ti Pd Pt Cu Au 

“end-contacted” per unit cell (kΩ) 13.3 17.8 18.6 31.7 23.3 

“end-contacted” per C atoma (kΩ) 106.5 142.4 148.5 253.5 186.8 

“side-contacted” per C atomb (kΩ) 938 8,566 34,689 630,352 1,261,002 

a For comparison, the contact resistance is averaged over the surface C atoms (4 atoms × 

2) at the interface. 

b Ref. 24.  For comparison, the contact resistance is averaged over the surface C atoms (8 

atoms × 2).   
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The detailed orbital contributions of the partial density of states (PDOS) of d-orbitals of 

the surface metal atoms and p-orbitals of the surface carbon atoms at the contact interface 

are shown in Figure S1. Also the PDOS (Figures 3b and c), and transmission coefficients, 

T(E), (Figure 3d) are shown for each metal independently in Figure S2, S3, and S4, 

respectively.  This material is available free of charge via the Internet at 

http://pubs.acs.org. 
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Supporting Information 

 

 

 

 

Figure S1-1.  (a) Partial Density of States (PDOS) of Ti–graphene I–V model. 
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Figure S1-2.  Partial Density of States (PDOS) of (b) Pd–graphene and (c) Pt–graphene 

I–V models. 
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Figure S1-3.  Partial Density of States (PDOS) of (d) Cu–graphene and (e) Au–graphene 

I–V models. 
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Figure S2.  Partial Density of States (PDOS) of p orbital of surface C atoms on graphene.  

(a) Ti, (b) Pd, (c) Pt, (d) Cu, and (e) Au I–V models. 
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Figure S3.  Partial Density of States (PDOS) of d orbital of surface metal atoms.  (a) Ti, 

(b) Pd, (c) Pt, (d) Cu, and (e) Au I–V models. 
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Figure S4.  Transmission coefficient (T(E)) of (a) Ti, (b) Pd, (c) Pt, (d) Cu, and (e) Au I–

V models. 
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Chapter 4   

Definitive Band Gaps in Single-Walled Carbon Nanotubes* 

 

Abstract  

We report ab-initio quantum mechanical calculations of band structures of single-walled 

carbon nanotubes (SWNTs) using the B3LYP density functional.  We show that the small 

band gaps in “metallic” zigzag SWNTs, as well as other detailed properties extracted 

from the band structures, show excellent agreement with previous experimental studies.  

The calculated band gaps and effective masses are inversely proportional to the square of 

the diameter, which is the most significant property in designing CNTs. 

 

 

 

 

 

________________________________________________________________________ 

* Yuki Matsuda, Jamil Tahir-Kheli, and William A. Goddard III.  Manuscript is in 

preparation.
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1. Introduction 

Carbon nanotubes (CNTs) provide a number of unique and special properties that suggest 

great promise for nanoelectronic applications.  In particular, the high electrical 

conductivity of quantum wires can be most important for on-chip interconnect metals and 

transistors of future integrated circuits.      

One crucial obstacle to overcome such applications is the controlling of whether the CNT 

is metallic or semiconducting.  The critical parameter in determining the electronic 

properties of CNTs are the chiral vectors, Ch = (na1 + ma2) ≡ (n, m), where a1 and a2 are 

integers and the real space unit vectors of the graphene sheet, specifying the way in 

which the graphene sheet is wrapped.  When n – m is a multiple of three, the CNT is 

metallic, otherwise it is a semiconductor.  Thus armchair (n, n) CNTs are always metallic 

but zigzag (n, 0) CNTs are expected to be metallic when n is a multiple of 3.    

However, Lieber et al.1 showed that some (n, 0) zigzag single-walled carbon nanotubes 

(SWNTs) have finite band gaps [0.080 ±  0.005 eV band gap for (9,0), 0.042 ±  0.004 eV 

for (12,0), and 0.029 ±  0.004 eV for (15,0)] when measured under ultrahigh vacuum 

conditions at 5 K on Au(111) substrate.   

Previous quantum mechanical (QM) calculations were not able to account for the detailed 

trend in band gaps observed experimentally.  Thus local density approximation (LDA) 

functional calculations led to 0.024 eV for (9,0), 0.002 eV for (12,0), and 0 eV for (15,0) 

which are 70%, 95%, and 100% too small.  It is well known that LDA will lead to band 

gaps which are too small.  A common approach to correcting these too-small band gaps 

from LDA is the GW approximation which is used to include many-body corrections, but 
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for (9,0) this leads to a band gap which is too large by 213%.2  The Perdew–Burke–

Ernzerhof (PBE) generalized gradient approximation (GGA) functional leads to band 

gaps of 0.030 eV for (9,0), 0.010 eV for (12,0), and 0 eV for (15,0) which are 63%, 86%, 

and100% too small, which is very similar to the results from LDA.  Moreover, Perdew-

Wang 91 (PW91) generalized gradient approximation (GGA) functional with uniform 

scale factor (1.20) corrections3 provides a 0.20 eV band gap for (9,0), 0.08 eV for (12,0), 

and 0.14 eV for (15,0), which are 250%, 190% and 483% of the experimental values 

respectively and do not follow a consistent trend. 

Since the band gap is the most significant property in designing CNTs for electronics 

applications, it is necessary to find a way of predicting accurate band gaps.  In this paper, 

we show that the Becke–Lee–Yang–Parr (B3LYP) flavor of density functional4 theory 

leads to accurate band gaps of these zigzag SWNTs, gaps of 0.079 eV for (9,0), 0.041 eV 

for (12,0) and 0.036 eV for (15,0) which are 99%, 99% and 123% (100%, 100% and 

108% including the measurement deviation) of the experimental values respectively.  

Since B3LYP does well for energy gaps we expect that it should be accurate for other 

properties such as effective masses and the Fermi velocity which are also needed for 

designing nanoelectronic devices.  We also report properties of other (n,0) zigzag CNTs, 

where we find that both (6,0) and (24,0) are metallic.   

This B3LYP flavor DFT combines the Becke exchange potential with Hartree-Fock (HF) 

exact exchange plus the Lee–Yang–Parr correlational functional.4  B3LYP has been 

validated by providing the most accurate cohesive energies, ionization potentials and 

electron affinities for a range of finite molecules.5, 6  In addition, B3LYP has been shown 

to provide accurate band gaps for undoped curprate La2CuO4 (an insulating spin-1/2 
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antiferromagnet)7 and many other semiconductors and insulators8.  Apparently, the 

inclusion of exact HF exchange helps to correct for self energy problem with standard 

DFT formulations.  Based on these successes, we decided to test using the B3LYP 

functional to solve the problem of CNT band gaps. 

We show here that B3LYP flavor of dentistry functional theory quantum mechanics 

successfully determines the accurate band gaps of these zigzag SWNTs.  Our results 

provide useful guidelines and proposals for SWNT applications in nanoelectronics.    

 

2.  Computational Methodology 

To determine the structural parameters, we used the Graphite Force Field9, which leads to 

accurate properties of fullerene and CNT molecules and crystals.10,11  The CNT 

geometries were fully optimized with no symmetry constraints.  Detailed structural 

parameters are given in Table S1 (S denotes Supporting Information).   

For the band calculations, we used CRYSTAL12 software based on Gaussian basis sets 

with periodic boundary conditions.  All electronic band structure calculations used the 

DURAND_21G* basis sets.13   

 

3.  Results and Discussion 

Table 1 and Figure S1 compare experimental data14,15,16 to the critical energies for band 

structures of diamond and graphite predicted by LDA, PBE, and B3LYP functionals.  For 

diamond, we see that B3LYP leads to an indirect band gap of 5.5 eV compared to 5.5 eV 
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from experiment14, 3.9 eV from PBE and 3.3 eV from LDA.  Similarly, the direct 

band gap at Γ point from B3LYP is 7.2 eV compared to 7.3 eV from experiment15, 5.5 

eV from PBE and 5.3 eV from LDA.  In graphite band structures all calculated bands 

cross at K point.  The direct band gap at Γ point from B3LYP is 13.6 eV compared to 

~13.1 eV from experiment16, 11.0 eV from PBE and 11.4 eV from LDA.  The reason for 

the accurate band gaps predictions by B3LYP is the inclusion of exact Hartree–Fock 

(HF) exchange which better accounts for the self-exchange hole. 

Figure 1a summarizes the band gaps of various SWNTs as a function of diameter.  When 

d > 0.6 nm, the band gaps of zigzag SWNTs which are semiconductors according to the 

chiral vector rule (n mod 3 ≠ 0) decrease as the diameter increases.  The band gaps of two 

chiral SWNTs, (15,5) with d = 1.42 nm and (14,7) with d = 1.46 nm consisted of 

semiconductor zigzag SWNTs of same diameters.  In particular, our B3LYP calculated 

Eg = 0.66 eV for (15,5) with d = 1.42 nm and 0.65 eV for (14,7) with d = 1.46 nm are 

consistent with the experimentally observed Eg = 0.50 – 0.60 ± 0.1 eV for  chiral SWNTs  

with d = 1.4 ± 0.1 nm by Dekker et al.17  Thus the diameter is the dominant factor for 

band gaps.   

For zigzag SWNTs with d < 0.6 nm, we find that the band gap decreases for (7,0) and is 

zero (metallic) for (6,0) (5,0).  The singly degenerate bands of the conduction band 

minimum (CBM), which cross ((5,0) and (6,0) SWNTs) and approach ((7,0) SWNT) the 

Fermi energy near Γ points (Figure S-1 a, b, and c), are due to the σ*– π* hybridization 

effects caused by the curvature of small diameter CNTs.18  In these states, the π* and σ* 

states mix and repel each other, leading to lower pure π* states.  As common tight-

binding approaches fail to describe asymmetrical charge transfer of the atoms, the σ* – π* 
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hybridizations cannot be calculated, leading to the gaps in (5,0)19 and (6,0) (e.g. Eg = 

0.18 eV for sp3s* tight-binding model20).        

Figure 1b shows that the small band gaps in “metallic” zigzag SWNTs, which possess 

chiral vectors where n is a multiple of 3.  There is excellent agreement between the 

experimental1 and B3LYP band gaps for (9,0), (12,0), and (15,0) as described above 

(Table 2).  These band gaps scale as ~1/d2, a trend which continues for (18,0) and (21,0).  

However, for (6,0) and beyond (24,0), we find no band gap (Eg = 0).  These trends can be 

understood in Figure 2, which shows the π – π* coupling near the expected crossing 

points (K points on the Brillouin zone) of 3 n in these zigzag SWNTs. 

The reasons that support the presence of small band gaps are due to the intrinsic 

properties of the SWNTs and not due to other effects such as distortions at the 

measurement conditions of very low temperature (~5 K), ultra vacuum, and a Au(111) 

substrate.  The low temperature leads to close conditions with our calculations and allows 

direct comparisons between the results.  Next, the ultra vacuum allows little adsorbates 

on the surface of the SWNTs.  Moreover, we had previously studied SWNTs or graphene 

sheets in contact with various metal surfaces, and show that Au(111) surface has little 

interaction.21  The cohesive energy of Au(111)–C at equilibrium position (0.35 nm) is 

0.13 kcal/mol/atom, which is the worst of five metals (Ti with 6.0 kcal/mol/atom >> Pd > 

Pt > Cu > Au).  Even when the nanotube strain is as small as 0.01 kcal/mol / C atom for 

the Pd surface, a smaller strain is expected for the Au surface.  Thus, we believe that the 

observed band gaps are intrinsic properties and did not result from the adsorbates or 

deformations by the interactions between Au surface and SWNTs.  
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Figure 3a shows the calculated effective electron (m*
e) and hole (m*

h) masses of 

semiconductor SWNTs from the band structures calculated by B3LYP.  All effective 

masses are shown as m*/me, where me is the electron mass and m*
e.  There are different 

trends for the effective masses of zigzag SWNTs for n = 3i + 1 (i is integer) and n = 3i + 

2.  For (7,0) and (8,0) zigzag SWNTs, the asymmetry feature of conduction and valance 

bands lead to the different effective masses of electrons and holes, which also supports σ* 

– π* hybridizations.  For larger diameter SWNTs, the symmetry of conduction and 

valance bands (π – π*) provides the same effective electron and hole masses.  The trend 

of the effective masses of zigzag SWNTs, which are based on the subgroups when n = 3i 

+ 1 and n = 3i + 2, can be explained by how the allowed k points cross the corner of 

Brillouin zone.  The allowed k points cross closer to the K points for n = 3i + 2, leading 

to the effective masses from the larger slope in the conduction and valance bands which 

corresponds to the cross sections of π orbitals in three dimensions.  They scale as 

diameter squared when d > 1.0 nm (i > 16 for n = 3i + 1, and i > 11 for n = 3i + 2) 

(Figure 3b).  Since the allowed k points cross closer to the K points with larger diameters, 

the effective masses and band gaps decrease.   

 

4.  Conclusion 

In summary, we find that the B3LYP hybrid functional is a powerful tool for studying 

accurate band gaps of SWNTs, which shows excellent agreement with previous 

experimental studies.  Notably, the presence of the small band gaps in the “metallic” 

zigzag (9,0), (12,0), and (15,0) are significant for applications of SWNTs in 
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nanoelectronics, where metallic or semiconductor property is most important.  Thus 

B3LYP can describe accurately both the π – π* couplings and the σ∗ – π* hybridizations, 

which previous calculations using LDA, PBE, GGA and tight-binding failed to do.  In 

addition, we also show the band gaps and effective masses are inversely proportional to 

the diameter squared at d > 1.3 nm.  We believe that this study provides useful and 

important guidelines for experimentalists to characterize or design CNT based 

nanodevices. 
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Figure 1.  (a) Band gaps of zigzag SWNTs (dark blue circle) calculated by B3LYP as a 

function of diameter.  Chiral SWNTs (light blue circle), (15,5) of d = 1.42 nm and (14,7) 

of d = 1.46 nm, are plotted.  (b) B3LYP band gaps of zigzag SWNTs with (n − 

m)/3=integer as a function of diameter (blue circle).  For comparison, experimental data1 

(orange triangle), PBE (yellow green circle), LDA (pink circle), LDA + GW 

approximation + Many-body effect3 (violet circle) are shown.  
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Figure 2.  Band structures of (a) (9,0), (b) (12,0), (c) (15,0), (d) (18,0), and (e) (24,0) 

zigzag SWNTs (top) with enlarged scale near the Fermi energy (bottom).  The small gaps 

are in good agreement with the experimental data by Lieber et al. (Table 1).1  
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Figure 3.  (a) Calculated effective electron (m*
e) and hole (m*

h) masses of semiconductor 

SWNTs from the B3LYP band structures as a function of diameter.  (b) Effective masses 

of zigzag SWNTs scales as diameter squared.   

All effective masses are shown as m*/me, where me is the electron mass and m*
e are 

shown in solid circles and m*
h are in blank squares (blue, n = 3i + 1 (i is integer); orange, 

n = 3i + 2; light blue, chiral).    
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Table 1.  Band Gap of Diamond and Graphite using Different Functional (LDA, PBE and 

B3LYP) Compared with Observed Gaps (eV).   

  LDA PBE B3LYP observed 

diamond indirect 3.3 3.9 5.5 5.5a 

 Γ 5.3 5.5 7.2 7.3b 

graphite Γc 11.0 11.4 13.6 ~13.1d 

a Ref. 14. 

b Ref. 15.  

c σ − σ* transition  

d Ref. 16.  
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Table 2.  Band Gaps (Eg) of “Metallic” ((n – m)/3 = integer) Zigzag and Chiral SWNTs 

Using the B3LYP Functional Compared with Experimental, PBE, and LDA Gaps.  

na ma 
diameter 

(nm)b 

B3LYP 

Eg (eV) 

experimental 

Eg  (eV) 

PBE 

Eg (eV) 

LDA 

Eg (eV) 

6 0 0.489 0.00    

9 0 0.713 0.079 0.080 ±  0.005c 0.003 0.024 

12 0 0.951 0.041 0.042 ±  0.004c 0.006 0.002 

15 0 1.182 0.036 0.029 ±  0.004c 0.00 0.00 

18 0 1.420 0.028    

21 0 1.655 0.021    

24 0 1.855 0.00    

27 0 2.217 0.00    

30 0 2.317 0.00    

5 5 0.557 0.00    

10 10 1.366 0.00 0.00c   

8 2 0.725 0.00    
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11 5 1.121 0.00    

16 4 1.446 0.00    

15 6 1.478 0.00    

a Chiral vectors, Ch = (n, m) 

b After optimizations.  

c Ref. 1.  
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Supporting Information 

 

Table S1.  Structural Parameters after the Force Field Optimization and the Band Gaps of 

Zigazag, Armchair, and Chiral SWNTs Calculated Using the B3LYP Functional 

na ma 
atoms / 

unit cell 

diameter 

(nm) 

periodicityb 

(nm) 

B3LYP 

Eg (eV) 

experimental 

 Eg  (eV) 

5 0 20 0.404 0.423 0.00  

6 0 24 0.489 0.425 0.00  

7 0 28 0.577 0.426 0.927  

8 0 32 0.641 0.426 1.283  

9 0 36 0.713 0.427 0.079 0.080 ±  0.005c 

10 0 40 0.796 0.427 1.081  

11 0 44 0.869 0.427 1.139  

12 0 48 0.951 0.427 0.041 0.042 ±  0.004c 

13 0 52 1.026 0.427 0.865  

14 0 56 1.107 0.428 0.890  

15 0 60 1.182 0.428 0.036 0.029 ±  0.004c 
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16 0 64 1.253 0.428 0.785  

17 0 68 1.339 0.428 0.734  

18 0 72 1.420 0.428 0.028  

19 0 76 1.496 0.428 0.617  

20 0 80 1.577 0.428 0.618  

21 0 84 1.655 0.428 0.021  

24 0 96 1.855 0.428 0.00  

25 0 100 1.967 0.428 0.477  

26 0 104 2.048 0.428 0.473  

27 0 108 2.217 0.428 0.00  

30 0 120 2.317 0.428 0.00  

31 0 124 2.439 0.428 0.388  

32 0 128 2.519 0.428 0.384  

5 5 20 0.557 0.247 0.00  

6 6 24 0.686 0.247 0.00  

10 10 40 1.366 0.247 0.00 0.00 c 

8 2 57 0.725 6.523 0.00  
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11 5 268 1.121 2.022 0.00  

15 5 260 1.422 1.542 0.66 0.50 – 0.60 ± 0.1d 

14 7 196 1.460 1.132 0.65 0.50 – 0.60 ± 0.1d 

16 4 112 1.446 0.653 0.00  

15 6 156 1.478 0.891 0.00  

a Chiral vectors, Ch = (n, m). 

b Periodicity of unit cell in SWNT along direction. 

c Ref. 1. 

d Ref. 17. 
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Figure S1.  Band structures of diamond (top) and graphite (bottom) calculated by (a) 

LDA, (b) PBE, and (c) B3LYP.  Experimental direct band gaps at Γ point (blue) and 

indirect band gaps (pink) are shown.  The calculated and experimental band gaps are 

given in Table 1. 
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The STM measurements referred to in this paper were carried out in ultrahigh 

vacuum at ~5 K on SWNT samples supported on Au(111) substrates.  For purpose of 

comparison, we extracted the figures and figure captions from the original paper by 

Lieber et al.1  

 

 

 

Figure S2. (Ref.1)  Atomic structure and spectroscopy of "metallic" zigzag SWNTs. (A) 

Typical atomically resolved STM image of a (15,0) SWNT. The image was recorded in 

the constant-current mode with bias voltage of 0.65 V and current I of 0.15 nA. (Scale 

(9,0) 

(12,0) 

(15,0) 
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bar: 1 nm).  (B) Tunneling conductance data, dI/dV, for different zigzag SWNTs, with 

corresponding calculated DOS shown below each experimental curve in arbitrary units 

(a.u.).  The data were recorded as the in-phase component of I directly by a lock-in 

amplifier with a 7.37-kHz modulation signal of 2 mV peak-to-peak amplitude to the bias 

voltage.  The new features in the low-energy region of the (9,0), (12,0), and (15,0) tubes 

are highlighted by dashed circles.  (C) Typical high-resolution normalized conductance 

(dI/dV)/(I/V) curves and measured I–V curves (insets) for (9,0), (12,0), and (15,0) tubes, 

respectively.  The (dI/dV)/(I/V) curves were calculated from dI/dV and I–V data.  
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Figure S3-1.  Band structures of zigzag SWNTs calculated using the B3LYP functional.  

(a) (5,0), (b) (6,0), (c) (7,0), (d) (8,0), (e) (9,0), and (f) (10,0).   

According to the chiral vector rules, (5,0) indicates semiconductor, but due to the strong 

distortions resulting from a small diameter, it becomes metallic.  (9,0) is metallic but 

there is a small band gap at the Fermi energy as shown in Figure 2.  
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Figure S3-2.  Band structures of zigzag SWNTs calculated using the B3LYP functional.  

(g) (11,0), (h) (12,0), (i) (13,0), (j) (14,0), (k) (15,0), and (l) (16,0).   

According to the chiral vector rules, (12,0) and (15,0) are metallic but there are small 

band gaps at the Fermi energy as shown in Figure 2.  
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Figure S3-3.  Band structures of zigzag SWNTs calculated using the B3LYP functional.  

(m) (17,0), (n) (18,0), (o) (19,0), (p) (20,0), (q) (21,0), and (r) (24,0).   

According to the chiral vector rules, (18,0) and (21,0) are metallic but there are small 

band gaps at the Fermi energy as shown in Table 2.  However, (24,0) shows metallic 

properties again (Figure 2).  
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Figure S3-4.  Band structures of zigazag SWNTs calculated using the B3LYP functional.  

(s) (25,0), (t) (26,0), (u) (27,0), (v) (30,0), (w) (31,0), and (x) (32,0).   
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Figure S4.  Band structures of armchair SWNTs calculated using the B3LYP functional.  

(a) (5,5), (b) (6,6), and (c) (10,10). 
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Figure S5.  Band structures of chiral SWNTs of (a) (8,2), (b) (11,5), (c) (15,6), (d) 

(16,4), (e) (15,5), and (f) (14,7).   
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Chapter 5   

Surface and Electronic Properties of Hydrogen Terminated   

Si [001] Nanowires* 

 

Abstract  

We report ab-initio quantum mechanical calculations of hydrogen terminated Si [001] 

nanowires (H–SiNWs) as a function of diameter (d) and hydrogen coverage using the 

B3LYP density functional.  For d ≤  1.9 nm, fully saturated hydrogen coverage is more 

stable than unsaturated H-SiNWs.  This explains the discrepancy between observed band 

gaps and prior theoretical calculations.  For larger diameters, surface LUMO and HOMO 

states are formed.  The direct band gap scales as 1/d2 for saturated H–SiNWs and is well 

described by transverse quantization in the effective mass approximation.  We conclude 

that controlling the diameter and surface hydrogen coverage of SiNWs is an effective 

method for optimizing the electronic properties for applications. 

 

 

________________________________________________________________________ 

* Yuki Matsuda, Jamil Tahir-Kheli, and William A. Goddard III.  Submitted. 
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1. Introduction  

Recent silicon nanowire (SiNW) fabrication techniques provide precise control of the 

crystallographic direction of the NW axis and its diameter and shape.1–18  Exploiting 

these advances to tune SiNW electronic properties is important for the next generation of 

electronic devices or post CMOS materials.  In fact, in the field of thermoelectrics, it has 

recently been shown that p-type SiNWs with diameters ≤ 20 nm have a thermoelectric 

figure of merit of ZT ≈ 1, whereas the bulk value is ZT = 0.014.1,2
 
    

In practice, the superlattice nanowire pattern transfer (SNAP) method3 provides a very 

general top-down approach to synthesizing large arrays of SiNWs of arbitrary diameter 

and orientation from either silicon wafers or films that can be patterned to form logic 

circuits (multiplexer)4 and chemical sensors5.  The alternative, bottom-up approach, 

grows SiNWs on metal catalysts (e.g., Au clusters) with diameters as small as 1.3 nm.6  A 

variety of applications in electronics7, biological8 and chemical9 sensors, photonics10, and 

solar cells11  using doped, coated or functionalized NWs12 have been reported.  The 

Langmuir–Blodgett approach13 and layer-by-layer assembly processes14 have also been 

successful, whereas catalyzed growth seems to exhibit orientation dependence.15–18  

Despite these advances, fundamental questions of how the properties of SiNWs depend 

upon size, number and location of defects, and surface modifications is lacking.  In 

addition, there are uncertainties about the relationship between the structural stability and 

surface properties that become important at nanoscale dimensions due to the large surface 

to bulk ratio in SiNWs. 
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For example, Si wafers are usually coated with a thermal oxide that tends to be 

passivating, leading to stable reproducible systems.  However, for small NWs, the 

thickness of the oxide film becomes comparable to the diameter leading to undesirable 

surface electronic effects.  Thus alternative ways to passivate the silicon surface may be 

necessary.  One such method is chemical etching of silicon in a HF treatment that 

terminates the surface with H.6, 19   

In this paper, we have performed first principles quantum mechanical (QM) calculations 

on hydrogen terminated silicon nanowires (H–SiNWs) along the [001] direction with 

{100} and {110} surfaces to determine the electronic properties as a function of NW 

diameter and surface composition.  Our results were obtained by first determining both 

the best shape of the SiNW cross section and the optimum coverage of hydrogen for each 

diameter.  Second, we computed the band structure and relevant surface states and their 

scaling with diameter and surface hydrogen saturation. 

We show that there is a crossover from fully saturated hydrogen surfaces for d < 1.9 nm 

with valence and conduction band states delocalized over the NW to unsaturated 

hydrogen surfaces with valence and conduction wavefunctions localized on the surface.  

This leads to the evolution of the band gap with diameter consistent with experiment.  

Finally, we show that the evolution of the band gap as a function of diameter can be 

understood as arising from quantization of the momentum transverse to the NW axis.  

These results are relevant for characterizing and designing SiNWs for wide-ranging 

applications. 
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2.  Computational Methodology 

Some Si atoms in the NWs may have 3 bonds plus a dangling bond.  Correctly describing 

these states requires unrestricted or spin polarized wave functions where localized 

orbitals can be singly occupied.  Closed shell (every band orbital doubly occupied) leads 

to large errors for these systems.  For example, calculations of an unsaturated H–SiNW 

with diameter 2.5 nm (Si129H12), described in detail below, finds the restricted–spin 

Becke–3–Lee–Yang–Parr20 (RB3LYP) energy 1.58 eV higher than (unrestricted) 

UB3LYP.   In addition, the RB3LYP band gap is 0.39 eV compared to the UB3LYP 

value of 1.60 eV (Figures S4 and S5).  Therefore, all of our calculations allowed spin 

polarization (UB3LYP). 

The most fundamental property used to design SiNWs for electronics applications is the 

band gap.  It has recently been observed that the B3LYP20 flavor of density functional 

theory quantum mechanics leads to reliable band gaps, whereas the local-density 

approximation (LDA) and generalized gradient approximation (GGA) methods do not.21–

23  B3LYP is a hybrid functional including 20% exact Hartree-Fock (HF) exchange in 

contrast to  LDA and all GGA functionals that have no exact HF exchange.  All 

previously reported QM calculations of the band gaps of SiNWs used LDA24–26 or 

Perdew–Burke–Ernzerhof (PBE)27–31 with plane wave basis sets 24, 25, 27–31, 32.  LDA and 

GGA DFT calculations generally lead to artificially low band gaps.  The most dramatic 

example of the superiority of B3LYP for obtaining accurate band gaps is the undoped 

cuprate La2CuO4 (an insulating spin-1/2 antiferromagnet).  The experimental band gap of 

2.0 eV is obtained by UB3LYP, whereas LDA and GGA functionals find a metal with no 

gap, Eg = 0.23   
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Including exact exchange is very difficult for periodic boundary condition (PBC) 

codes that are based on plane wave basis sets, such as VASP33, SIESTA34, ABINIT35, 

and ESPRESSO36.  For PBC codes based on Gaussian basis sets (such as CRYSTAL), it 

is practical to include exact exchange.  Thus, our calculations used CRYSTAL37 for 

open/closed shell B3LYP band calculations.  All of these calculations were performed 

with 66-21G* basis sets for Si38 and 3-1p1G for H39. 

Structural geometry optimizations using PBE are known to be reliable and are 

computationally less expensive than B3LYP.  Thus we used SEQQUEST40, a fully self-

consistent Gaussian-based linear combination of atomic orbitals (LCAO) density 

functional theory (DFT) method with double-ζ plus polarization (DZP) basis sets41 to 

obtain the best geometries.  These calculations used the PBE flavor of GGA42 with PBE 

pseudo atomic potentials and spin polarization with no symmetry constraints.  Six 

irreducible k-points in the Brillouin Zone were used.  A real space grid spacing of 0.5 

bohr was used based on by energetic convergence and prior calculations of Si surfaces.43   

 

3. Results and Discussion 

3.1.  Surface Properties of H–SiNWs 

We optimized the structures of H–SiNW with diameters of 1.0, 1.3, 1.6, 1.9, 2.5, and 3.1 

nm, using one dimensional (1D) periodic boundary conditions with a unit cell of 5.4 Å in 

the wire direction of [001].  We determined the optimum distribution of Si atoms and H 

termination.  Generally, the NWs have an octagonal shape with four {100} plateaus that 
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dimerize with no H and four {110} plateaus that have one H per Si (Figure S2).  At 

the corners of these 8 plateaus, we find the Si atoms bond to one or two H atoms.   

We calculated the heats of formation with respect to the energies of bulk Si and hydrogen 

molecules for each optimized H–SiNW structure.  The results are shown in Figure 1a as a 

function of the rescaled H/Si ratio where H and Si are the total number of the atoms in 

the unit cell.  For each diameter, H/Si varies for the fully saturated case.  We rescale this 

ratio for each diameter so that the fully saturated case has H/Si =1.  For each diameter d, 

the most stable SiNW is shown with red circles.  For d ≤ 1.9 nm, the hydrogen saturated 

surface is more stable indicating that it is thermodynamically favorable for gas phase 

hydrogen molecules to react with the surface of SiNWs.   

For d = 1.0 nm in Figure 1b, the most stable structure is Si21H20 with H/Si = 1.00.  This 

has twelve surface Si atoms per unit cell where the middle Si atom has one H atom and 

the corner Si atoms have two H atoms.  This leads to a heat of formation energy of Eh = 

2.4 kcal/mol per Si.  Hereafter, the units for the energy are per Si atom unless stated 

otherwise.  Removing four H atoms per cell from the saturated SiNW leads to an 

optimized H–SiNW (H/Si = 0.80, Si21H16) has two H terminated Si–Si dimers at two 

corners and Eh = 5.5 kcal/mol.  Removing four more H atoms leads to an optimized H–Si 

[100] NW (H/Si = 0.60, Si21H12) with four dangling bond Si atoms in addition to the two 

Si–Si dimers with Eh = 11.0 kcal/mol.  The detailed geometrical parameters of the H–

SiNWs (d = 1.0 nm) are also shown in Figure S1.   

For d = 2.5 nm, the unsaturated H–SiNWs (H/Si = 0.62, Si129H32) is more stable structure 

than the saturated structure.  It has eight H terminated Si dimers from the (2 × 2) 
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reconstruction of the {100} surface and four dangling Si bonds at the corner per unit 

cell (Figure S3a).   

For d = 3.1 nm, we find that the optimum NW has H/Si = 0.66 or Si196H42 with Eh = 0.07 

kcal/mol.  This H–SiNW is almost as stable as bulk Si plus hydrogen gas.  It has ten Si 

dimers paired along the {100} side walls with two dangling bonds at the corners and 

saturated termination on the {110} surfaces.  This leads to two dangling bond Si atoms 

per unit cell (Figure 1c).  Binding an H to these two dangling bond states increases the 

energy by 0.95 kcal/mol and is due to the Si strains and H–H interactions.   

The structural parameters for all the H–SiNWs are in Table S1.  Saturated or equilibrium 

unsaturated models are shown in Figures S2 and S3.  H–SiNWs for d = 2.5 nm with 

various H/Si ratio are also shown in Figure S4. 

 

3.2. Electronic Properties of H–SiNWs 

Table 1 and Figure S5 compare the experimental band gap of bulk Si crystal to the results 

of different functionals (B3LYP, PBE, and LDA).  B3LYP leads to a direct Γ point band 

gap of 3.8 eV compared to 3.5 eV from experiment44 while PBE and LDA are smaller 

with values of 2.6 eV and 2.4 eV respectively.  Similarly, the indirect band gap from 

B3LYP is 1.7 eV compared to 1.17 eV from experiment45.  PBE is 0.4 eV and LDA is 0.2 

eV.  The reason for the improved band gaps for B3LYP is the inclusion of exact Hartree–

Fock (HF) exchange that better accounts for the self-exchange hole.22, 23 

The band structures of the saturated H–SiNWs (d = 1.0 to 3.1 nm) all lead to a closed 

shell electronic structure (Figure 2).  The band gap ranges from 4.1 eV (d = 1.0 nm) to 
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2.2 eV (d = 3.1 nm).  The valance band maximum (VBM) is always located at Γ just 

as in bulk Si.  There are two classes of conduction band minimum (CBM), one at the Γ 

point that leads to a direct band gap for d ≤ 1.6 nm and one ≈ 1/3 along Γ to X (the [100] 

direction) that leads to an indirect gap for d > 1.6 nm.  However, even at d = 3.1 nm, the 

difference between the direct and indirect band gap is only 0.06 eV, whereas in bulk Si 

the difference is 3.5 (CBM) – 1.2 (VBM) = 2.3 eV.  A direct band gap for d ≤ 1.6 nm 

opens the possibility of direct optical excitation without phonon emission.  This is ideal 

for creating optical devices with SiNWs. 

Table 2 shows the effective electron masses (m*
e) and hole masses (m*

h) of saturated H–

SiNWs calculated from the band structures in Figure 2.  We find that the effective masses 

approach the bulk values with increasing diameters.   

For d = 3.1 nm, the band structure and partial density of states (PDOS) of the most stable 

structure (H/Si = 0.21) calculated with unrestricted spin B3LYP (since they have two 

dangling bond Si atoms per unit cell) are shown in Figures 3a and 3b.  The PDOS of the 

α and β spin electrons show that the four dangling bond Si atoms lead to localized 

surface states for the HOMO and LUMO inside the band gap.  The HOMO has spin α 

and the LUMO is spin β.  The direct band gap is 1.8 eV.  This is close to the calculated 

indirect band gap of bulk Si of 1.7 eV.  These dangling bond Si sites are likely to attract 

group III or V dopants30 to promote surface conductivity.  We expect this increased 

surface conductivity would further increase the ZT in p-type SiNWs.1,2 

Finally, the direct band gaps calculated by B3LYP as a function of squared diameter (d2) 

in saturated H–SiNWs (red circle) are shown in Figure 4a.  For d ≥ 1.6 nm, the band gaps 
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are indirect (blue circles) as described above.  Since the equilibrium H–SiNWs 

structures at d = 2.5 and 3.1 nm have unsaturated hydrogen coverage, the band gaps of 

those NWs are also shown.  Without the HOMO and LUMO in these NWs created by the 

surface dangling bonds, the band gap is 2.3 eV.  This is 0.1 eV smaller than the saturated 

H–SiNW of the same diameter (2.2 eV) because the quantum confinement is slightly 

larger due to the reduced size of the reconstructed surface.27  We expect the direct band 

gap to scale as 1/d2 due to quantization of the k-vectors transverse to the NWs length.  

This leads to two different expressions in the effective mass approximation (EMA)46 

(assuming a square d × d well or purely cylindrical wire with diameter d).  The gap is  
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where Eg is band gap (eV), E0 is bulk value (eV), d is diameter (nm), and m* is the 

harmonic mean of the effective electron and hole masses (kg) of Si bulk, 1/m* = 1/me + 

1/mh.  The 2.405 factor in equation (2) arises from the first root of the Bessel function, J0.  

E0 = 1.79 for equation (1) with a square well model and 1.61 for equation (2) with a 

cylindrical model are obtained after least-square fits.  The Si bulk value is 1.7 eV.  

Equations (1) and (2) show good agreement with the calculated band gaps at d > 1.3 nm.  

Equation (1) is the better fit because the H–SiNW structure are approximately square 

(Figure 4b).  The overestimation of the band gaps in small diameter H–SiNWs is 

expected using the EMA.46    
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Figure 4c shows the comparison of our results using B3LYP with previous theoretical 

studies on saturated H–SiNWs in the [001] growth direction.24,27,32 along with the known 

experimental values6.  The experimental values are for the [112] growth direction except 

for d = 3.0 nm that was [110].  Prior calculations indicate that the band gaps of [001] 

NWs may be ~0.2 eV smaller than those of [112] and [110].24,27,32 

Clearly, the dependence of the band gap on diameter from experiment disagrees 

dramatically with all QM calculations.  The experimental band gap of 3.5 eV for d = 1.3 

nm is in good agreement with our B3LYP calculated value of 3.4 eV for d = 1.3 nm.  The 

BPW91 density functional results of Wu32 agrees with experiment at d = 2.5 nm.  We 

believe this agreement is purely fortuitous since the correct equilibrium structure at this 

diameter is unsaturated as we have shown above.  Figure 4d shows the fit of the 

calculated band gap using the equilibrium structure to experiment.  We believe this 

shows the narrower wires are unsaturated.  

 

4. Conclusion 

We have shown that the band gaps of SiNWs are dramatically affected by the diameter 

and the level of coverage by adsorbates (e.g. hydrogen) on the surface.  We show that all 

previous QM calculations on H–SiNWs lead to both magnitude and trend of the energy 

gaps with diameter that are in disagreement with experiment.  In contrast, we find that 

the using thermodynamically stable level of hydrogen coverage in conjunction with 

B3LYP QM calculations leads to band gaps in good agreement with the experiment. 
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We find that the most stable level of hydrogen coverage is full saturation of surface Si 

bonds for diameters up to d ≈ 2 nm.  For saturated H–SiNWs, we find that the QM band 

gaps from B3LYP scale inversely proportional to diameter squared and are fitted by the 

transverse quantization in the effective mass approximation.  We also show that there is a 

direct band gap for d ≤ 1.6 nm and only a very small difference between the direct band 

and indirect band gaps for diameters up to 3.1 nm.  

Moreover, for d ≥ 2.5 nm, we show that the equilibrium surface has a surface hydrogen 

coverage of ~66 % leading to dimer pair Si atoms (similar to the Si {100} surface) plus 

dangling bond trivalent Si atoms.  These dangling bond atoms lead to donor and acceptor 

surface states that decrease the band gap by 0.2 – 0.8 eV with respect to the saturated 

surface.  It is this crossover from fully saturated and unsaturated H–SiNWs that is 

responsible for the dependence of the experimental band gap on diameters.  

These results suggest that controlling the surface hydrogen coverage and diameter of 

SiNWs can be advantageous for tuning and enhancing optical performance, electrical 

conductivity, thermopower, and thermal conductivity.  Similarly, the surface hydrogen 

atoms might be replaced by Cl, CH3, or CCH to further tune other properties.47  In 

particular, the low direct band gap nature of these small diameter SiNWs may provide 

useful photovoltaic properties for solar energy as well as optical and optoelectronic 

applications.  
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Figure 1.  Optimized structures of H–SiNWs as a function of diameter.  (a) Heats of 

formation vs. H/Si ratio for 1.0 nm (red); 1.3 nm (brown); 1.6 nm (green); 1.9 nm (blue); 

2.5 nm (orange); 3.1 nm (pink).  We rescale the H/Si ratio for each diameter so that the 

fully saturated case has H/Si =1.  The minimum energy of each case is shown with light 

blue circles.  (b) Cross section (top) and side view (bottom) for d = 1.0 nm, (H/Si = 1.00, 

Si20H21).  The periodic unit length of 0.54 nm is shown with a green line.  The square 

cross section is bounded by H saturated {110} surfaces on all four sides.  (c) Cross 

section (top) and side view (bottom) for d = 3.1 nm (H/Si = 0.66, Si196H42) (orange, Si; 

red, H).  Here we find an octagonal cross section with four {100} like surfaces leading to 

ten dimer Si atoms (shown with blue circles) as in the (2 × 2) reconstruction and two 

dangling Si atoms (shown with red circles).  The four {110} surfaces are saturated as in 

(b). 
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Figure 2.  Band structures of saturated H–SiNWs using B3LYP.  Diameter = (a) 1.0 nm, 

(b) 1.3 nm, (c) 1.6 nm, (d) 1.9 nm, (e) 2.5 nm, and (f) 3.1 nm.  The VBM is at Γ just as in 

bulk Si.  We find two classes of CBM, one at the Γ that leads to the direct band gap and 

one at 1/3 along the Γ to X.  The latter leads to the indirect band gap.  We find the 

smallest gap to be for d ≤  1.6 nm. 
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Figure 3.  Band structures of the unsaturated H–SiNW with d = 3.1 nm (Si196H42) using 

UB3LYP.  (a) α electrons and (b) β electrons.  Partial density of states of Si atoms (per 

unit cell) of (c) α and (d) β electrons (blue; dimer Si atoms, red; dangling Si atoms).  We 

find that the dangling bond Si atoms lead to new LUMO and HOMO states in the band 

gap. 
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Figure 4.  Band gap (Eg) as a function of 1/d 2.   

(a) Calculated H–SiNWs band gaps using B3LYP.  The red circles show the band gaps of 

saturated H–SiNWs.  The blue circles show the indirect band gaps of saturated H–

SiNWs.  The orange squares show the band gaps of unsaturated H–SiNWs for d = 2.5 
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and 3.1 nm.  The blank squares show the band gaps without the LUMO and HOMO 

created by the surface states of unsaturated H–SiNWs.   

(b) The expected direct band gap due to quantization in the effective mass approximation 

for saturated H–SiNWs from assuming a square d × d well (blue, eq. (1)) and cylinder of 

diameter d (green, eq. (2)).   

(c) Comparison of our saturated B3LYP band gaps to other theoretical studies, LDA 

(blue circle, Ref. 24), GGA (green circle, Ref. 27), and BPW91 (purple circle, Ref. 32), 

on saturated SiNWs are shown.  The experimental data (orange triangle; Ref. 6) is [011] 

for d = 3nm, otherwise [211].  The fit to experiment is not good because for smaller 

diameters, the equilibrium H–SiNW structure is unsaturated. 

(d) Plot of the lowest energy H–SiNWs structure band gaps (red circle, saturated at d < 

1.9 nm; pink square, unsaturated at larger d) vs. experimental data (orange triangle, Ref. 

6).  B3LYP and the correct SiNW structures explain the experimental data well. 
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Table 1.  Band Gap of Si Crystal (eV) Using Different Functional (B3LYP, PBE and 

LDA) Compared to Experimental Data  

 B3LYP PBE LDA experimentala 

direct band gap 3.8 2.6 2.4 3.5 

indirect band gap 1.7 0.4 0.2 1.17 

a Ref. 45, 46 
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Table 2.  Effective Electron and Hole Masses (m*
e and m*

h ) in Units of the Free 

Electron Mass) of Saturated H-SiNWs as a Function of Diameter from B3LYP 

Calculations. 

 Electrons m*
e
a Holes m*

h 

diameter (nm) min. along Γ to Xc Γ point Γ point 

1.0 - 0.77 18.28 

1.3 - 0.88 16.94 

1.6 - 0.84 5.59 

1.9 0.98 0.71 2.64 

2.5 1.54 0.69 2.51 

3.1 1.54 0.59 2.29 

Si bulk 1.63 0.42 0.59 (heavy) 

0.34 (light) 

Si bulk (exptl.)b 1.08 - 0.49 (heavy) 

0.16 (light) 

a Values in boldface are the CBM. 

b Ref. 46 

c For H–SiNWs at d ≥  1.9 nm, the CBM is at 33 % from Γ to X. 
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Supporting Information 

 

Table S1.  Diameter, H/Si ratio, Component, Dimer Si atoms and Dangling-Bonds of 

Optimized H−SiNW structures 

diameter  

(nm) 
Si H H/Si ratioa 

Eh/Si atomb 

(kcal/mol) 

dimer 

Sic 

dangling 

bondd 

1.0 21 20 1.00 2.36 0 0 

 21 16 0.80 5.54 4 0 

 21 12 0.60 11.02 4 4 

1.3 37 28 1.00 2.17 0 0 

 37 24 0.86 3.83 4 0 

 37 20 0.71 5.70 8 0 

 37 16 0.57 5.32 8 4 

1.6 52 32 1.00 1.67 0 0 

 52 24 0.75 1.89 8 0 

 52 20 0.63 2.76 8 4 

1.9 76 40 1.00 1.53 0 0 
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 76 32 0.80 3.19 0 4 

 76 28 0.70 1.61 12 0 

 76 24 0.60 1.95 12 4 

 76 22 0.55 3.81 12 6 

2.5 129 52 1.00 1.20 0 0 

 129 44 0.85 1.14 8 0 

 129 36 0.69 1.26 16 0 

 129 32 0.62 0.86 16 4 

 129 28 0.54 1.54 16 8 

 129 24 0.46 2.30 16 12 

3.1 196 64 1.00 1.00 0 0 

 196 56 0.88 2.10 0 8 

 196 44 0.69 1.01 20 0 

 196 42 0.66 0.07 20 2 

 196 40 0.63 0.11 22 3 

 196 32 0.50 1.11 22 11 

a We rescale the H/Si ratio for each diameter so that the fully saturated case has H/Si =1.   

b Heat of formation energy referred to the Si bulk and hydrogen molecule per Si atom.  
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c Number of reconstructed Si atoms. 

d Number of dangling-bond defects. 
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Figure S1.   Detailed geometries of the optimized H–SiNW structures with d = 1.0 nm. 

(a) H/Si = 1.00, Si21H20, fully saturated.  No reconstructed Si atoms.  All Si atoms are 4-

coordinate. 

(b) H/Si = 0.80, Si21H16.  Four reconstructed Si atoms per unit cell.  No dangling bonds.  

(c) H/Si = 0.60, Si21H12.  Four reconstructed Si atoms and four dangling bonds per unit 

cell.  Geometry is highly distorted (Si−Si distance has large variation). 

Heats of formation are (a) 49.5 kcal/mol, (b) 116.4 kcal/mol, and (c) 231.5 kcal/mol as 

referred to Si crystal and H2.  
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Figure S2.  Cross section views of the saturated H–SiNWs (H/Si = 1) with diameters of 

(a) 1.3 nm (Si37H28), (b) 1.6 nm (Si52H32), (c) 1.9 nm (Si76H40), (d) 2.5 nm (Si129H52), and 

(e) 3.1 nm (Si196H64). 
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Figure S3.  Cross section and side views ({100} and {110} surfaces) of the unsaturated 

H–SiNW models with diameters of (a) 2.5 nm (H/Si = 0.62, Si129H32), and (b) 3.1 nm 

(H/Si = 0.66, Si196H42), which equilibrium structures of the same diameter. 

Dimer Si atoms are shown with blue circles and dangling Si atoms are shown with red 

circles on the {100} surface.  The four {110} surfaces show saturated hydrogen coverage. 
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Figure S4.  Cross section views of the H–SiNW models with d = 2.5 nm.  H/Si ratio = (a) 

1.00 (saturated), Si129H52, (b) 0.85, Si129H44, (c) 0.69, Si129H43, (d) 0.62, Si129H32,  (e) 

0.54, Si129H28, and (f) 0.46, Si129H24.   

Dimer Si atoms are shown with blue circles and dangling Si atoms are shown with red 

circles on the {100} surface.  ‘×2’ expresses two dangling bonds per Si atom.  The four 

{110} surfaces show saturated hydrogen coverage. 
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Figure S5.  Band structures of Si crystal calculated using (a) B3LYP, (b) PBE, and (c) 

LDA.  The VBM is set at 0 eV for comparison.  The direct band gaps at Γ are shown with 

an orange arrow and the CBM is shown with a green circle.  The position of the CBM is 

approximately 82 % for B3LYP and 85 % for PBE and LDA from Γ to X.  The 

calculated band gaps are given in Table 1.   
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Figure S6.  Band structures of unsaturated H–SiNW with d = 2.5 nm (Si129H32) using 

UB3LYP.  (a) α electrons and (b) β electrons.  Partial density of states of Si atoms (per 

unit cell) of (c) α and (d) β electrons (blue; dimer Si atoms, red; dangling Si atoms).  We 

find that the four dangling bond Si atoms lead to new LUMO and HOMO states in the 

band gap. 
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Figure S7.  (a) Band structures of unsaturated H–SiNW with d = 2.5 nm (Si129H32) using 

RB3LYP.  (b) Partial density of states of the Si atoms (per unit cell) of (blue; dimer Si 

atoms, red; dangling Si atoms).   

Note that the band gap is 0.39 eV, which is 1.3 eV smaller than the UB3LYP calculation 

shown in Figure S5.  The total energetic from the single point energy calculation by 

RB3LYP shows 1.5 eV higher than that of UB3LYP (Figure S6). 
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Basis Sets in CRYSTAL formata   

http://www.crystal.unito.it/mssc2006_cd/tutorials/index.html 

Si 

14   5 

0  0  6  2.0  1. 

     16115.9000000000        1.959480215544232E-03 

     2425.58000000000        1.492880164217892E-02 

     553.867000000000        7.284780801331127E-02 

     156.340000000000        0.246130027074480 

     50.0683000000000        0.485914053450895 

     17.0178000000000        0.325002035750458 

0  1  6  8.0  1. 

     292.718000000000       -2.780941414749545E-03    4.438264520798176E-03 

     69.8731000000000       -3.571461816911335E-02    3.266793327542387E-02 

     22.3363000000000       -0.114985058496399            0.134721137226402 

     8.15039000000000        9.356344759857371E-02    0.328678334790414 

     3.13458000000000        0.603017306773259            0.449640458001940 

     1.22543000000000        0.418959213137304            0.261372266232727 

0  1  2  4.0  1. 

     1.07913000000000       -0.376107879451492            6.710299112482998E-02 

     0.30242200000000        1.251649598826560            0.956882873440840 

0  1  1  0.0  1. 

     0.09333920000000        1.000000000000000            1.000000000000000 

0  3  1  0.0  1. 

     0.45000000000000        1.000000000000000 
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H 

1   3 

0  0  3  1.0  0 

     33.8650000000000        2.549381454078656E-02 

     5.09479000000000        0.190373108582211 

     1.15879000000000        0.852161486043321 

0  0  1  0.0  0 

     0.32584000000000        1.000000000000000 

0  2  1  0.0  0 

     0.75000000000000        1.000000000000000 

 

a Ref. 37 

 

 

 


